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Preface

Nowadays, object-oriented technology is widely used in computer science on each
step of software life cycle. Object-oriented methods are applied to analysis, design
and programming software systems. A wide variety of specific techniques were
established in this area. Some of them, such as SysML, project patterns, templates,
different metrics of software and object-oriented data, are presented in this book. This
book cannot, and does not contain entire knowledge about object-oriented
technology, but gives the reader inspiration to study and use it.
Some topics presented in this book were reported on conferences:


Information Technology at Enterprises (2010, Kazimierz Dolny, Poland)



XVII Microcomputer Workshop of the Lublin University of Technology (2010,
Zwierzyniec, Poland).
Due to the relatively large variety of themes, the book is addressed to various

groups of readers. A student, a researcher and a computer specialist from industry
can find here something interesting for him/herself. A special recipient of the book is
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a Computer Science student. The book will allow him/her to find selected issues of
use of advanced object-oriented technology.
The book was published due to high commitment of the chapters’ authors and
the reviewer. We want to express our thanks to everyone who has contributed to the
creation of this book.

Elżbieta Miłosz
Marek Miłosz
Editors

1
Object-Oriented Analyse of Information Systems

Companies become more and more complex. It is firstly caused by globalisation and
larger and larger size of enterprises. Typical corporations nowadays are scattered
over different countries or even continents and employs thousands of people changing
significantly one from another. Second reason is a development of information and
communication technologies (ICT). This fact brought new possibilities but also new
threats. Protecting against the threats makes managing even more difficult challenge.
Company is a system composed from people, intangible property and items. All
elements of the system are linked and influence one on another. These collected
elements cannot be considered separately [LIN06]. There is a need for modelling of
entire system and some subsystems of a company to, among others, establish optimal
and balanced structure.
One of the examples is using modelling of business processes to build
information system and to provide an access to those applications, which are
necessary to realise particular business process. Establishing business processes,
creating rules concerning user permissions and privileges requires understanding
between managers and designers of information system. Without it, even preceding
stages like gathering information about company resources, needs and current
management system cannot be carried out.
One of the problems of proper communication between for instance managers
and IT system analysis is language, which should be precise and understood in the
same way by both sides [JON07, SIL06]. The language should be also very easy and
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brief [STE04]. To avoid misunderstanding particular words of spoken language can be
replaced by charts equally clear for technically oriented analysts and socially oriented
managers.
Also, technical projects require precise and simple modelling language,
understandable to all participants, allowing description the system from different points
of view. There is a need of language which in clear way will model both easy and
complicated systems in different areas of company activity.

1.1.

THE IDEA OF SYSML

SysML is a graphic modelling language for building models of large-scale, complex
and multi-disciplinary system, independent from methodology or tool. It supports the
specification, analysis, design, verification, and validation of systems including
hardware, software, data, personnel, procedures, and facilities. It provides simple
flexible and expressive semantics and notation [FRI08, HUA07]. Main goal was
precise and efficient capturing information concerning examined system, analysing
and evaluating it to indicate and solve requirements.
The language is a dialect of UML and primarily was developed to customize the
UML for systems engineering applications. It was the effect of cooperation of
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) and Object Management
Group (OMG), which already launch UML 2.0.
SysML reuses some subset UML4SysML from UML 2.0 and define extension for
UML (Fig. 1.1).
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UML not
required for
SysML

UML
reused by
SysML

SysM
L
extension
to UML

Fig. 1.1. UML and SysML [SYS05]

The structure of language was developed to meet some expectations and thus
has some significant advantages [SYS05]:
1. Parsimony – the language extend existing part of UML, which has met the
requirements of the systems engineering community, and enriched it to fulfil all
expectations. It makes SysML easy to learn, implement and apply.
2. Reuse – the fact that SysML bases on UML and minimal changes, is perceived as
significant advantage for those, who already use UML 2.0 or later versions.
3. Modularity - features are organized into metaclasses, stereotypes and model
library classes.
4. Layering - SysML packages are specified as an extension layer to the UML
metamodel. 4-layer metamodel architectural pattern is consistently applied to
separate concerns across layers of abstraction.
5. Extensibility – which allows adopt SysML to specific requirement of different areas
such as automotive, aerospace, manufacturing and communications. It bases on
the same mechanism as UML (adding metaclasses, stereotypes, model libraries).
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6. Interoperability – it is a necessity for multiuse and universal language. SysML is
aligned with the semantics of the ISO AP-233 (aka STEP, the Standard for the
Exchange of Product model data) data interchange standard to support
interoperability among engineering tools using XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
standard.
7. Partitioning - organizes conceptual areas within the same layer. Differences in
portioning are minimalized to make SysML partitioning consistent with the UML
package partitioning to facilitate reuse and implementation.

1.2.

CONSTRUCTS

SysML provides different types of diagram describing a model of particular system.
These are three diagram types representing static structure (Block Definition Diagram,
Internal Block Diagram, Package Diagram and Parametric Diagram), four types of
behavioural diagram (Use Case Diagram, Activity Diagram, State Machine Diagram
and Sequence Diagram) and Requirements Diagram (Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2. The SysML diagram taxonomy [OMG07]

Each SysML diagram has a frame, with a contents area, a heading, and
a Diagram Description (Fig. 1.3). The frame contains graphical elements depending
on the diagram type.
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Fig. 1.1. Diagram elements [SYS05]

STRUCTURE DIAGRAMS
Package Diagram - organizes the model in different way e.g. by diagram type or
hierarchy (Fig. 1.4) of type of diagram. It groups elements of the model into
namespaces for transparent view. The diagram presents also dependencies among
packages.

Fig. 1.2. Package Diagram – enterprise [PEN10]
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Block Definition Diagram (BDD) - describes relationship among blocks. It
contains flow ports, relationships and blocks representing a system or its element like
particular person, program, data or device. Blocks are treated as “black box” and
described by properties (part property, reference property, value property). They
replaced classes and other object used in UML diagrams (Fig. 1.5).

Fig. 1.3. Block and [OMG07]

A diagram can contain blocks either strongly (physically) aggregated with other
(solid diamond) or simply aggregated (reference) with other (open diamond). Flow
ports represent everything which can go in or out a block. It can be data, matter or
energy (compare Fig. 1.6).
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Fig. 1.4. A part of a Block Definition Diagram – distillation process [GUL10]

Ports specify interaction points on block and parts, and allow integration
behaviour diagrams with structure diagrams. Ports can be divided into two groups:
typical UML port, which set operations or signals; and flow port, which specify the
what flows in or out of block or part [OMG07].
Internal Block Diagram (IBD) – describes the inside of system block (“a white
box”). It is usually an instantiate from BDD. The diagram consists of composite blocks
(parts), connectors and ports (Compare Fig. 1.7).
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Fig. 1.5. A part of Internal Block Diagram - distillation process [GUL10]

PARAMETRIC DIAGRAM

To provide performance and reliability parametric constraints were introduced.
Parametric constraints relate to some properties and determine the range of their
values. They may depend on the state of the object and allow identifying critical
performance parameters, as well as relationships between particular parameters.
Additional advantage is possibility of tracking them throughout the entire system life
cycle.
Parameterisation allows modelling the influence of parameters on each other. It
allows building parametric models, which describe system quantitatively. Properties of
the system can be static or dynamic. To describe changes in time, local or global clock
is used. It produces continuous or discrete time value.
Parametric model can be used to evaluate different solutions by measuring
effectiveness of outputs, produced by evaluation functions using parameters. Chosen
parameters like performance, cost or reliability of the system, which decide about the
estimated effectiveness, can be different weight with different probability.
An example of Parametric Diagram is shown in the Fig. 1.8.
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Fig. 1.6. Parametric Diagram - cannon shoot [DOU06]

BEHAVIOURAL CONSTRUCT

SysML language allows description of dynamically changing systems using the
same diagrams as UML.
Activity Diagrams – represents steps of a process (sequence of action)
focussing on inputs an activity or action and outputs generated by the system. New
elements of the Diagram comparing with UML are [GUL10]:


supporting of disabling of actions that are already executing, by providing
a model library with a type for control values (“ControlValue”),



continuous or discrete flow rate,



probability on the control or object flows.

An example of Activity Diagram is presented on the Fig. 1.9.
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Fig. 1.7. Activity Diagram - distillation process [GUL10]

Sequence Diagrams – allow control a flow. It represents items and messages
between the items, exchanged in a chronological order. Items are represented by
a lifetime, which can be either an instance from blocks defined in the model or generic
instances.
A message combines control and dataflow. Received messages initiate
behaviour of lifetime, which means they transform input into behaviour. The lifetimes
are linked with structural diagrams with increase model consistency and usability: the
lifetime blocks are accessible by other diagrams, and exchanged messages can be
used to identify new block operation.
Sequence Diagrams provide mechanism representing complex scenarios like
reference sequences, control logic or lifeline decomposition.
An example of Sequence Diagram is presented in the Fig. 1.10.
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Fig. 1.8. Sequence Diagram – booking a room [ZIN10]

State Machines - is used to represent the life cycle of a block. It supports eventbased behaviour. Event can be divided into change, time and signal event [OMG07].
The description of transition diagrams can be:


trigger [condition checker] / action it is what starts the transition,



activity, which describes what is done during the transition,



a condition of supervision, guard, which needs to be true, that came to pass
(controlling by conditions),



crossing sign pairs trigger-condition must be unambiguous.
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Fig. 1.9. Operation State Machine – industrial automation unit [LIN06]
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1.3.

CONCLUSIONS

SysML language is a useful language for modelling of systems. It is also a significant
extension of the UML. It offers greater utility with the possibility of reuse of code, and
new types of diagrams such as Requirements Diagram and Parametric Diagram.
SysML language is a universal language. It allows the modelling of different types of
systems, from mechanical to business processes. Examples of diagrams presented in
this paper support this conclusion.
The advantages of this language bring new opportunities for programmers and
system analysts, and therefore we should expected increasing interest in the language
SysML in Poland.
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Design Patterns

The concept of design patterns has become one of the basic in designing and objectoriented programming. Patterns provide simple and effective solutions to common
problems, as well as elegance. This elegance, beyond the values indicating the
artistry of the designer or programmer, provides transparency of the project and the
code and affects its ease of future modification. Design pattern is also a convenient
way to reuse solutions in other projects and by other developers. It also becomes the
universal language of communication between designers and developers.
The idea of design patterns is the cataloguing of these structures and these
interactions that will be useful during creating projects and programs. IT professionals
look for good project patterns to provide a proven and easy ways to solve repetitive,
common problems. Design pattern can also be a way to reuse of program elements
and code. Therefore ways of solving common problems, proven in minimum three
different solutions are searched and catalogued [GAM94].
Using design patterns speeds up the process of software development through
the use of proven and tested solutions. Also, the reliability of developed system
increases.
One of the major problems of software development process, beyond the obvious,
such as the changeability and lack of portability is viscosity of the system structure
[MAR00]. The viscosity of the system is measured by a large number of links between
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the elements and increases with the number of changes of it. High viscosity makes it
difficult to provide the further changes. Design patterns are one of the techniques for
maintaining appropriate dependences in the architecture of the system, namely the
management of interfaces [MAR00].

2.1.

DESIGN PATTERNS - BASIC CONCEPT

The term of design patterns is deeply rooted in object-oriented programming, but not
only.
Christopher Alexander was the first, who wrote in the 70's on the subject of design
patterns formally, analysing the architectural structure of buildings. These studies
have focused on individual aspects of architecture, which soon has led to the
emergence of patterns in architecture [CHR77]. Christopher, defining design patterns
[CHR77] indicated their use repeatability, and a three-part rule that expresses the
relation between: a specific context, a problem and a solution.
The idea of design patterns was adopted in computer science. This occurred in
the early 90s of last century, initially in the area of programming. In the book [GAM94]
authors Gramm, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides described and systematised the 23
main patterns, which still constitute the canon of the computer science area. The
authors of this book were called Gang of Four (GOF) [SHA01]. The authors did not
invent patterns, which are described in the book, but they only discovered and
gathered patterns and structures recurring in many projects. They also documented
these patterns in a uniform manner. Their book significantly influenced the
dissemination of good practice and contributed to its spread not only in the computer
science.
What is important, that design patterns are not invented or developed in an
artificial way. Patterns are discovered, and the process of searching for patterns is
called exploration. Each newly discovered design pattern is subjected to discussion
and analysis. Groups of theorists and practitioners work over its specification,
generalization, and cataloguing.

Design Patterns
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There are many definitions of design pattern. They all revolve around the concepts
like: repetition, a set of rules, reuse, abstractness of problems, and the practicality in
a specific context.
Design patterns have the following characteristics:


are obtained by the generalization of experience,



are usually described as structural,



prevent the “discovery of wheels",



exists on a different levels of abstraction,



constantly evolves, are improved,



are repeated design and programming artefacts,



enable communication between designers and developers,



different patterns can be combined in the process of problem solving.

Generalizing the concept of design pattern, the basic concepts used in its definition
should be emphasized. The most important are: a context, a problem and a solution.
Context is the environment, circumstances, or situations related to the conditions in
which something exists. The problem can be described as a question, or something
that needs to be investigated and resolved. Usually the problem is limited by the
context in which it is placed. The solution refers to the response to the given problem
in a specific context.

2.2.

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGN PATTERN

Design patterns were categorized first time by the Gang of Four in the book [GAM94].
They have distinguished two division criteria: the scope and purpose. Three main
categories of design patterns were defined according to the purpose [GAM94]:
Creational Patterns, Structural Patterns and Behavioral Patterns. The scope defines
what the design pattern refers to: classes or objects. Thus there is a division into class
and object models. Names and classification of models are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Classification of design patterns according to Gang of Four [GAM94]

Categories
Creational

Adapter

Object

Scope

Class

Factory method

Structural

Behavioural
Interpreter
Template method

Abstract factory

Adapter

Chain of responsibility

Builder

Bridge

Command

Prototype

Composite

Iterator

Singleton

Decorator

Mediator

Facade

Memento

Flyweight

Observer

Proxy

State
Strategy
Visitor

Another way of categorization of design patterns is their assignment to different
levels of abstraction. So following patterns can be distinguished [RIC05]:


analytical,



architectural,



design.

There are also domain-specific design patterns. These are following patterns:


user interface design,



information secure,



Web design,



business model design,



database design (including Object-Relational Mapping patterns),



resources management.

Design Patterns
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During the building of an enterprise application, breakdown of architectural layers of
an application and proper organization of cooperation between them is an important
issue. Therefore, design patterns can be classified according to the layers [RIC05] as:


application logic,



architecture of data sources,



object-relational mapping,



presentation,



distribution,



session state,



basic.

2.3.

DESIGN PATTERN DESCRIPTIONS

The classic way of design pattern description has been presented in [GAM94]. Each
design pattern has been described using a standard template that contains the
following sections [GAM94]:


Pattern Name and Classification: A descriptive and unique name that helps in
identifying and referring to the design pattern.



Intent: A description of the goal behind the pattern and the reason for using it.



Also Known As: Other possible names for the design pattern.



Motivation (Forces): A scenario consisting of a problem and a context in which
this design pattern can be used.



Applicability: Situations in which this pattern is usable; the context for the design
pattern.



Structure: A graphical representation of the pattern using a class or/and
interaction diagrams.



Participants: A listing of the classes and objects used in the pattern and their
roles in the design.



Collaboration: A description of how classes and objects used in the design
pattern interact with each other. Possible use of CRC method.
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Consequences: A description of the results, side effects, and tradeoffs caused by
using the design pattern.



Implementation: A description of an implementation of the pattern; the solution
part of the design pattern.



Sample Code: An illustration of how the design pattern can be used in
a programming language.



Known Uses: Examples of real usages of the design pattern.



Related Patterns: Other patterns that have some relationship with the design
pattern; discussion of the differences between the design pattern and similar
design patterns.

The description of the template design patterns presented above is not the only one
used.
In addition to the templates, in a variety of documentation relating to design
patterns, there are statements (presented in tabular or descriptive) like:
If you look for a way to…
………………..

That is a solution…
………………………

Just like templates, they facilitate searching and initial familiarity with these standards,
which could potentially be used in particular object-oriented system.
For precise design pattern structure presentation, the UML diagrams are used.
Figures 2.1 - 2.5 present examples of structures of selected design patterns,
catalogued by the Gang of Four [GAM94].

Fig. 2.1. Class diagram of the Builder design pattern (Category: Creational)
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Fig. 2.2. Class diagram of the Factory method design pattern (Category: Creational)

Fig. 2.3. Class diagram of the Adapter (Scope: Class) design pattern (Category: Creational)

Fig. 2.4. Class diagram of the Composite design pattern (Category: Structural)
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Fig. 2.5. Class diagram of the State design pattern (Category: Behavioural)

Fig. 2.6. Class diagram of the Observe design pattern (Category: Behavioural)

Often design the patterns (especially behavioural) are presented using the
sequence diagrams - Figure 2.7.

Fig. 2.7. Sequence diagram of Proxy design pattern (Category: Behavioural)
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DESIGN PATTERNS FOR JAVAEE

JavaEE (Java Platform, Enterprise Edition) is a standard for developing multilayer
applications in Java [ALU03]. This standard was developed by Sun Microsystems.
Java EE was designed to simplify creation of business applications through the
introduction of layer in the project application. This allowed the isolation of business
parts from those associated with the user interface. Java EE technology is one of the
major used for the Web application.
Java EE widely use various design patterns. A Table 2.2 contains the most
important of them, along with a brief description.
Design Patterns in Java EE are used in the process of creating the application,
depending on requirements. To benefit from the advantages of each of them design
patterns should be used in appropriate situations, remembering that incorrectly
designed can only unnecessarily hamper the implementation and subsequent
amendments.
Many applications require the use of several design patterns together. On Java
EE platform there is defined a list of connections between the standards, a source of
good implementation of design patterns and at the same time, a hint for system
designers [ALU03].
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Table 2.2. Design patterns in Java EE [ALU03]

Pattern
Intercepting filter

Presentation layer

Front Controller
View Helper

Composite View
Service To Worker
Dispatcher View

Business Delegate

Business layer

Value Object (VO)
Session Façade
Composite Entity
Value Object Assembler

Data Access Object
layer

Integration

Service Locator

(DA0)
Service Activator

Brief description
Responsible for actions before or after sending
the request.
The central controller responsible for handling
requests.
Logic, not directly related to the method of data
presentation is handled by the components of
"helper".
Creates an aggregate view connecting the
individual components
Connects the Dispatcher component of Front
Controller and View Helper.
Connects the Dispatcher component of Front
Controller and View helper, distinguishing
actions to parsing the view
Separates the presentation layer, and
services. Services have a facade or proxy
interface.
Related to the exchange of data between the
layers. Reduces the number of remote calls.
Hides the complexity of the business objects
and centralizes service of flows.
Groups objects dependent on the parent in
single entities.
Applies the Composite View for many data
sources.
Simplifies finding and creating business
services. Locate the factory of business
webservices.
Introduces a transparent access to data,
creating an abstract data source.
Is responsible for
components of EJB.

asynchronous

parsing

Design Patterns
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PATTERNS IN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Among the classified design patterns there is the range used in the process of
management of information system resources.
In [KIR06] the concept of resource and resource management was defined. The
resource is [KIR06]: "... one of these limited available entities, for which there is (...)
the user of the resource (...) and the supplier of the resource." User of the resource is
determined as the party, who requests the correct behaviour of the resource. While,
the resource provider responds to the user's request.
Resources can be divided according to their possible reuse. And so there are the
resources that are single (non-reusable) and multiple (called reusable) use. Another
way of division is how the resources are obtained and utilised. The resource can be
acquired at the same time by one or more users (shared resource).
In the case of information systems, resource management can be defined as "the
process of controlling the availability of resources for their users" [KIR06]. The user of
resource is in this sense, every entity that acquire, use and release the resource. In
the information systems, the effectiveness of resource management has always been
important. This concept is quite complex and includes the following features that
should be met by the system [KIR06]:


performance,



scalability,



predictability,



flexibility,



stability,



consistency.

Each of these features of resource management should be met in an appropriate
degree, depending on the type of system or application. When a performance, and
thus multiple, simultaneous access to resources, becomes the most important issue
for the designer of the system, user must remember about shortening the time delay,
increasing throughput and reducing unnecessary operations on resources. The
system scalable up is the system able to meet increasing requirements. These
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requirements may include increasing the number of users who have access to
resources in a given time. Scalability down refers mostly to systems where the number
of resources and users is declining. System predictability refers to the possibility of
estimating its requirements. The flexibility of the system is provided by ease
configuration at different times of system living, which means: the compilation,
initialization, or operation. The information system must remain in a stable and
consistent state regardless of the frequency of collection, access or release operations
on resources.
The above-mentioned characteristics of effective resource management are the
foundation the division of design patterns. Different design patterns can be
characterized by more than one characteristic of effective management.
The easiest way of project patterns division in the resource management is to
classify patterns in the each phase of the resource life cycle. This cycle includes the
following phases [KIR06]:
1. Gain resource.
2. Use of resources.
3. Releasing resources.
The mentioned above order, will be used to describe exemplary patterns. General
descriptions of design patterns in the management of resources have been gathered
in Table 2.3. The table takes into account the classification of patterns due to the most
effective features in the operation of each of them.
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Table 2.3. Features of the effective resource management of design patterns

Pattern

Accelerates
the first
access to
the
resource.

Lazy
Acquisiton

Efficiency

Eager
Acquisition

Features

Predictability

Eliminates
the cost of
acquiring
frequently
used
resources.
Reduces the
time
required for
the costly
operations
of releasing
and
acquiring the
resources.

Flexibility

Avoids the costly
operation of
resources
acquisition.

Ensure the
acquisition of
resources on
demand.
Limit the
number of
resources
demanded.

Partial
Acquisition
Caching
Pooling
Leasing

Scalability

Reduces the
number of
expensive
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Reduces the
risk of lack of
necessary
resources.

Stability

Reduce
resource
usage.
Minimize
the load of
the system.
Allow a
flexible
exchange of
the acquisition
strategy.

Improves the
efficiency of the
software, as
access to the pool
is faster than
traditional.

Reduces
the number
of low-level
operations.

Reduces
wastage of
unused
resources.
Eliminates
an access
of user to
inappropriat
e
resources.

Consiste
ncy
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Scalability

Coordinator

Efficiency

Provides
scalability in
the system
with multiple
users.

Resource
Lifecycle Manager

Pattern

Features

Management
of the
resources life
cycle.
Maintaining
the optimum
number of
resources.

Flexibility

Stability

Consiste
ncy
Helps to
maintain
consisten
cy
between
the local
and
distribute
d
resources
.

Ensures
proper
allocation of
resources
to the user
when the
amount of
resource is
sufficient.
Separates
suppliers from
resource
users.

Lookup

2.6.

Predictability

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of design pattern was created by the architect, not computer scientist.
However, there are very strong and direct parallels between the creation of residential
architecture and information system. Some people, when analysing the patterns
erroneously read their true nature. They presume that they are closed, ready-to-use
solutions that can be used in different situations. In fact, the really important issue are
the relationships described by design patterns. This is true also for models used in
software development.
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Since the appearance of the first official catalogue of design patterns designed to
software engineering, this problem area has grown significantly. Up to this day, there
have already been described much more than originally identified 23 patterns.
Knowledge and skilful use of design patterns is an integral element in the correct
understanding of the meaning of objectivity by designers and application developers.
The knowledge of design patterns allows looking at the system design from
a different perspective - from the encapsulation of variability and visible the state of
the object. The use of design patterns significantly helps to solve problems, which with
the different approaches become extremely complex and costly in terms of both,
programming and design.
Knowledge of patterns defines also a standard for communication between
designers and developers. Sentence like: "This should be implemented as an Abstract
Factory, Decorator, Strategy and Composite " carries with it enormous amount of
information - the load, which an average description at medium detail level, would
cover about one page of text. This phrase and the use of patterns as reused elements
also reduce the complexity UML diagrams, and make them more clearly. Repeated
use of good architectural design in the project is also consistent with one of the basic
ideas of UML and good programming practices [SCH08].
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Function and Class Templates

3.1.

THE IDEA OF TEMPLATES

Language C++ is commonly considered to be a language for programmers. It is
concise, flexible and allows programmer to code even the most complex problems, but
it requires a high degree of responsibility in programming. C ++ carefully controls the
types of data, but on the other hand types in expressions are automatically converted.
C ++ templates - mechanisms of creating a universal code independent of the used
type of data, are one of the major advantages. Templates allow for the implementation
of the so-called generic programming, general programming, where the main
emphasis is on algorithmization software solutions that are available for the various
data structures. Templates are used to create functions and classes. They are
a convenient tool for the developer: they automate the generation of different forms of
functions or classes for different types of data. Thus they save work time and increase
the reliability of the code. They do not shorten the object code, which during the
execution of the program, includes specific instances of functions or classes.
Templates are much more convenient alternative of the "universal code" than
preprocessor macros (#define), or the use of a void with a subsequent
typecasting. The only problem of using the templates is verifying the possibility of
compiler C ++. Older compilers may not support templates compatible with the new
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language standards, or require placing a definition and a prototype before the first use
of a template. Typical examples of templates are containers for storing any type of
data that have specific functionality.

3.2.

FUNCTION TEMPLATES

Function templates are used by a programmer in case functions performing the same
algorithm for different data structures. A classic example is the function that returns
a greater or lesser of 2 numbers. If we use the standard function max()or min() from
stdlib.h library implemented as a macro:
#define MAX(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) : (b))
the result will be proper for 2 numbers independently of their type. If we use own
function e.g. maxi():
int maxi(int a, int b)
{return a>b? a:b;}
the result will be improper for the float type (automatic conversion) (Listing 3.1).
Listing 3.1. Using standard function max() and own function maxi()

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int maxi(int a, int b)
{return a>b? a:b;}
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{ int a=2; int b=3;
double c=2.5; double d=2.7;
cout<<max(a,b)<<endl;
// result: 3
cout<<max(c,d)<<endl;
// result: 2.7
cout<<maxi(a,b)<<endl;
// result: 3
cout<<maxi(c,d)<<endl;
// 2 - bad result
system("PAUSE");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
The solution of this problem is defining the maxi() function as a temple.
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Function templates provide a functional behaviour that can be called for different
types [VAN03]. Function template allows creating a family of identically performing
functions, differing in types of arguments. Definition of template function has two
equivalent versions in the new standard:
template <class typ>
void funkcja (typ arg1, typ arg2)
{//……}
template <typename typ>
void funkcja (typ arg1, typ arg2)
{//……}

//later version

//newer version

Only the type name can be a parameter of a template function, a template is
defined in the same place as global functions. Word class do not mean that a type
have to be a class. It can be any type, which will be replaced with particular type at the
moment of instantiation. The name of template function should be different from
names of class and global functions.
Function template maxi()can be as follows:
template<class typ>
typ maxi(typ a, typ b)
{return (a>b)?a:b;}
Template functions may have one, two or more parameters:
template<class typ>
typ maxi(typ a, typ b)
{return (a>b)?a:b;}

//one: typ

template<class typA, class typB>
typB maximum(typA a, typB b)
{return (a>b)?a:b;}

//two: typA,typB

template<class typA, class typB, class typC > //a few:
//typA,typB,typC
void funkcja(typA a, typB b, typC c, typC d) {//…}
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Templates can be defined not only for global functions in current file, but also for
inline, static and extern functions:
//Template for inline function - macro
template <class typ>
inline typ maxi(typ a, typ b)
{return (a>b)?a:b;}
//Template for static function
//– available in one module of a program
template <class typ>
static typ maxi(typ a, typ b)
{return (a>b)?a:b;}
//Template for extern function
//– definition in the other module
template <class typ>
extern typ maxi(typ a, typ b);
//declaration
The process of function creating on base of template is called instantiation, and
generated copies of templates are called specializations or instance. For example
function call maxi(10,20) is the template instantiation, which will generate
a specialization of the function maxi for integer type argument. Function template can
be used to create a specialization only for those data types for which all operations
performed on objects of these types in the body of the template are valid [KUC10].
If temple function worked incorrectly for particular type, e.g. the maximum for two
strings or structures, the complier could be supported in defining particular instance of
temple function, so called specialization of a template or an ordinary, non-template
function. During call, the first choice of the compiler is a simple function, then the
specialization and thereafter it generates a function based on a template. This order is
consistent with the standard C + + ISO / ANSI, which describes.
Unconventional function, function template and explicit specialization of template
function, as well as the overloaded versions of them can be created for particular
name of function. The prototype and the definition of explicit specialization must be
preceded by a word template<>, they should mention the name of the specialized
type as well. Specialization covers the ordinary template, and standard function covers
them all [PRA06].
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Way of using an ordinary function, an overloaded template and its explicit
specialization is shown on listing 3.2.
Listing 3.2. Using templates, specializations and ordinary functions

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
struct pudelko
{char* nazwa; int a,b,c;};
template<typename T>
T maxi(T a, T b)
{return a>b? a:b;}

//template

template<>
//explicit specialization
pudelko maxi(pudelko p1, pudelko p2)
{return p1.a*p1.b*p1.c>p2.a*p2.b*p2.c? p1:p2;}
char* maxi(char* tekst1, char* tekst2) //ordinary function
//- the older way of specialization
{return strlen(tekst1)>strlen(tekst2)? tekst1: tekst2;}
template<typename T>
//overloaded template
T maxi(T a, T b, T c)
{if(a>b && a>c) return a;
else if(b>a && b>c) return b;
else return c;}
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{ int a=2; int b=3;
double c=2.5; double d=2.7; double x=5.2;
char* e="Ewa"; char* f="Ewelina";
pudelko prezent1={"dla Kazia",10,5,6};
pudelko prezent2={"dla Zosi", 2,4,6};
cout<<maxi(a,b)<<endl;//generating function from the template
cout<<maxi(c,d)<<endl;// generating function of the template
cout<<maxi(e,f)<<endl;
// ordinary function
cout<<maxi(prezent1, prezent2).nazwa<<endl;//specialization
cout<<maxi(c,d,x)<<endl;
// generating function
//from overloaded template
system("PAUSE");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
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CLASS TEMPLATES

Object-oriented programming bases on objects as instances of appropriate classes,
which contains the fields (data) and methods (functions, constructors and destructors)
operating on these fields. To make class more versatile, flexible and able to match the
type of fields for specific applications, class templates can be defined, just as function
templates. C++ allows creating generic (independent of type), parameterized class
declaration. Similar to functions, classes can also be parameterized with one or more
types. The type name is passed as an argument - parameter class, which at the
moment of generating the class is specific. Class templates are used to create
container classes, which store data of various types. Their widespread use has been
reflected in the library of STL (Standard Template Library). A class template
represents a set (family) of classes, which may work with different types of data
[KUC10, VAN 03].
The definition of the template class (as well as the template function) has two
equivalent versions in the new standard:
template <class typ>
class klasa
{//……
};
template <typename typ>
class klasa
{//……
};

//older version

//newer version

For example, the definition of class template for the production of classes storing any
type of data might look like this:
template <class typ>
class klasa
{private:
typ pole ;//field of a class of any type
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public:
klasa(typ p): pole(p){}

//constructor setting the value
// of field
void setPole(typ x) { pole = x ; }
//method changing
// the field
typ getPole() { return pole ; }
//method
reading
// the field

};
The definition of class template can be placed in source file with main() function
or, better, in header file klasa.h, which should be included by directive include to
the file, where the template will be used.
The name of class template must be unique in a program (different from name of
other class, template, function, object or type) – unlike function templates (names of
function templates and function could be the same).
Parameters of the template classes are placed in angle brackets <...> after coma.
Template parameter can be the name of a type or constant expression (an integer
value, an address of the global object, an address of the global function, and an
address of a static component of the class).
template <class typ1, class typ2> //parameters of template:
class klasaA
//two types
{typ1 pole1; typ2 pole2; //....
};
template <class typ, int rozmiar>// parameters of template:
class klasaB
// type and constant
{typ tablica[rozmiar]; //....
};
To use class templates, which means to create particular class, in other words
template specialization, a formal parameter should be replaced with the current one:
class_name<current_parameter>
that is particular type in angle brackets e.g. klasa<int> or klasa<char> should be
added to the name of class. On the base of the class template there is generated
a class, in which each occurrence of word type will be replaced by concrete type:
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int or char. When objects are created, the compiler generates a new class from the
template (if it not exists), or use a ready class (if it has been previously created):
klasa<int> obiekt1(10);
klasa<double> obiekt2(1.5);
klasa<char> obiekt3('A');
klasa<int> obiekt4(20);

//generating a new class
//generating a new class
//generating a new class
//using existing class

Template classes generated from the same template do not have anything in
common - they are different classes with no connection between them.
Definition of template class methods is possible either within (short inline
functions), or outside the class, using the following method header:
template <class typ>//parameters of class template
type_function klasa<typ>::name_function(arguments)
{//body...
//functions
}
or
template <class typ>//parameters of class template
klasa<typ>::klasa(arguments)
//constructor
{//body...
}
As an example of class templates for storing n data of any type, there are
templates used to create stack, vector or list containers, in which performed
operations are consisted with operations on the above-mentioned data structured. An
example of class template is shown below (Listing 3.3).
Listing 3.3.

const int Rozmiar = 10;
template <class TypStosu>
class Stos
{ private:
TypStosu St[Rozmiar];
int wierzcholek;
public:
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Stos(){wierzcholek=0;}
int NaStos(TypStosu elem);
TypStosu ZeStosu();
void Wyswietl(int p);
};
The instantiation of the template, in other words creation of stacks for a specific
type of data, means to create a specialization of template class Stack:
Stos<int> st1;
Stos<char> st2;
Stos<string> st3;

//stack of integer numbers
//stack of chars
//stack of strings

Algorithms of template class methods not always can be described in a universal
way for all possible template specialization.
For example, the method Wyswietl(int p), declared in a template class Stos
and displaying p elements of the stack can be built as shown below (Listing 3.4):

Listing 3.4.

template <class TypStosu>
void Stos<TypStosu>:: Wyswietl(int p)
{if(p>0){
cout<<endl<<"Zawartosc stosu: ";
for(int i=0; i<p; i++)
cout<<St[i]<<" ";
cout<<endl;
}
}
Using the above-mentioned algorithm, the elements of an array of simple types
(numbers, characters) can be displayed, but for structures the algorithm is not correct.
In this case, a template specialization must be defined. For example, the method
Wyświetl(int p) can be defined as follows (Listing 3.5):
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Listing 3.5.

struct egz{string nazwisko;

int ocena;};

void Stos<egz>::Wyswietl(int p)
{if(p>0){
cout<<endl<<"Zawartosc stosu: ";
for(int i=0; i<p;i++)
cout<<St[i].nazwisko<<" " <<St[i].ocena<<", ";
cout<<endl;
}
}
For class template, which bases on unspecified types, there can be applied the
implicit and explicit instantiation, explicit or partial specialization (named generally as
specialization) based on specific types [PRA06]. Implicit instantiation is a declaration
of object describing desired type. Then a compiler generates specific class using
formula provided by general template [PRA06, TEM10].
For class template:
template <class typ>
class klasa
{//...
};
implicit instantiation will occur in the case of declaration of a particular class object or
creating an object using the new operator:
klasa<int> obiekt1;
klasa<double> obiekt2;

// implicit instantiation
// implicit instantiation

klasa<char> *wsk;
wsk=new klasa<char>;

// implicit instantiation

Explicit instantiation occurs when a class is declared with word template and specific
parameters of template:
template class klasa<string>;// explicit instantiation
//class generating: klasa<string>
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The compiler, at the moment of such a declaration will generate a specific class on the
basis of a general template, although no object has been created yet.
Explicit specialization defines a particular class type, which will be used in place of the
general type of template:
template<> class class_name<particular_type> {//...};
For a class using a structure:
struct egz{string nazwisko;
template <> class klasa<egz>
{//...
};

int ocena;};
//explicit specialization

when the compiler has the choice of a general or specialized version, to create an
object specialized version will be used.
klasa<egz> obiekt;

// using explicit class template
// specialization
klasa<char*> obiekt2;
//using general class template
For class templates partial specialization can also be applied. It may relate to the
selected template parameter, particular component template function (the chosen
method) or a specialized component (selected field) of the template class (fig. 3.1).

Class
Template

Template
Specialization

Class
Template

Field1

Method 1

Method 1

Method 1

Method 2

Method 2

Method 2

Fig. 3.1. The idea of full or partial template class specialization

Method 1
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Examples below show instantiation of the temple using general class template, explicit
or partial specialization:

//3 parameter general class template
emplate <class T1, class T2, class T3)
class klasa {
//...
};
//explicit instantiation, which was generated on the base of
//general template
template class klasa<int, int, string>;
//explicit specialization with the new class definitions
template <class char*, class char*, class string)
class klasa {
//...
};
//partial specialization with the new definitions of a part
//of class
template <class T1, class T2, class string)
class klasa {
//...
};
Creating objects, compiler selects the most instantiated version of the template:
klasa<double, double, int> obiekt1;//general template
klasa<int, int, string> obiekt2; //explicit instantiation
klasa<char*, char*, string> obiekt3;//explicit
// specialization
klasa <float, int, string> obiekt4; //partial specialization
Another feature of class templates in the new standard C++ language that
provides flexibility and wide application usage is using templates as a component of
the structure, class or class template (nested one template in another):
template <typename T1>
class klasa1{
private:
template <typename T2>
class klasa2{
//...
};

//external template

//private internal template
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T1 pole1;
klasa2<int> pole2;
klasa2<T1> pole3;

//field as template object
//field as template object

//....
public:
template<typename T3>
//method as template
T3 metoda(T1 arg1, T3 arg2){
//...
}
//...
};
Template can be a parameter of other template:

//template class: klasa1
template<typename T1>
class klasa1{//...
};
//template klasa1 as a parameter of class template: klasa2
template<template <typename T1class klasa1>
class klasa2{//...
};
Declaration of friendship can be added in a template declaration. Friend of the
template, having full access to its fields and methods, may be:


global function, friendly to all instantiation of the template,



other class, whose methods are friends of all the instantiation of the template,



the method of other class, which is a friend of all template instantiation,



other dependent class or function template, which at the time of instantiation call is
a friend of all the template instantiation,



other independent class or function template, which all instantiation are friends of
all the template instantiation.
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template <typename T1>
T1 funkcjaSz1(T1 parametr) {
//...
}
class klasaInna{//...
};

// function template

template <typename T2>
class klasa{
//...
//global friend function
friend void funkcja();
//dependent function template
friend T2 funkcjaSz1<T2>(funkcjaSz1<T2> parametr);
//independent function template
template <typename T3> friend void funkcjaSz2(T3 parametr);
//other class
friend klasaInna;
};

As an example of class template which declares different friends, there is the class
template poletko [GRE06] (Listing 3.6).
2-parameter class template poletko has only private components. An access to
them is through the declared friends: a different class rolnik, global function siew()
and all instantiations generated from a template function uprawa()and class template
narzedzia.
Listing 3.6 shows the program code of all friends and their usage in function main() 6 friends have an access to the private components of class poletko: boryna – object
of class farmer, function siew(), two instantiations of function template uprawa and
objects ursus and motyka, which are instances of two different classes generated
from a template class narzedzia.
Listing 3.6. Friends of class template

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
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template <typename T,int stala>
//class template
class poletko
{
T rola[stala] ;
poletko() { cout << "Prywatny konstruktor poletka\n" ; }
void funpryw()
{cout << " Prywatna funkcja, poletka "
<< stala << endl ;
}
friend class rolnik ;
//1.other class
friend void siew() ;
//2.global function
template<typename typ>
friend typ uprawa(typ co);
//3.function template
template<typename typ>
friend class narzedzia;
//4.class template
};
//----------------------------------------------------class rolnik
//1.other class - friend
{public:
void rok()
{cout<<"=============================="<<endl;
cout << "Dziala zaprzyjazniona klasa rolnik:" << endl ;
poletko<int,2> male ;
//private constructor
male.rola[0]= 6 ; // access to private field
cout<<"male.rola[0]="<<male.rola[0]<<endl;
male.funpryw();
// private function call
poletko<char,10> duze ;
duze.rola[0]='A';
cout<<"duze.rola[0]="<<duze.rola[0]<<endl;
duze.funpryw();
}
};
//----------------------------------------------------void siew()
//2.global function - friend
{cout<<"=============================="<<endl;
cout << "Dziala zaprzyjazniona funkcja siew:\n";
// wywolanie prywatnego skladnika
poletko<int,1> doswiadczalne;
doswiadczalne.funpryw();
}
//----------------------------------------------------template<typename typ> //3.function template-instantiation:
//friends
typ uprawa(typ co)
{cout<<"=============================="<<endl;
cout << "Dziala zaprzyjazniony szablon funkcji uprawa:\n";
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poletko<int,1> doswiadczalne;
doswiadczalne.funpryw();
return co;
}
//----------------------------------------------------template<typename typ> //4.class template - instantiation:
// fiends
class narzedzia {
public:
typ dane;
narzedzia(typ nazwa){dane=nazwa;}//constructor
void metoda(){
cout<<"=============================="<<endl;
cout <<"Dziala zaprzyjazniony szablon klasy narzedzia:\n";
poletko<int,3> ogrod;
ogrod.rola[0]=10;
cout<<"ogrod.rola[0]="<<ogrod.rola[0]<<endl;
cout<<"narzedzie="<<dane<<endl;}
};
//----------------------------------------------------int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
rolnik boryna ;//class friend
boryna.rok();
siew();
//function friend
cout<<"uprawa1:"<<uprawa("konopie\n");//1.function template
//instantiation
cout<<"uprawa2:"<<uprawa(500); //2.function template
// instantiation
narzedzia<string> ursus("ursus"); //1.class template
// instantiation
ursus.metoda();
narzedzia<int> motyka(1000); //2.class template
//instantiation
motyka.metoda();
system("PAUSE");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}

Class templates can be used in inheritance to create child classes. Child class can
inherit from a concrete class template. With a class template named szablon:
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template <class typ>
class szablon
{private://...
protected:
typ pole1;
typ metoda1();
public:
typ pole2;
typ metoda2();

//ancestor: class template

};
child class klasa can be defined. It inherits components protected and public
from instantiation of class template szablon<particular_type>:

class klasa: public szablon<int> //child: klasa
// inheritance from template
{private://...
protected:
typ pole1;
typ metoda1();
public:
typ pole2;
typ metoda2();
};
To refer to the overridden names of the methods from the object obiekt of class
klasa the operator of scope :: should be used:

//metoda2 from class: klasa
obiekt.metoda2();
//metoda2 from class ancestor generated from class template:
//szablon
obiekt.szablon<int>::metoda2();
The reverse situation, when class template inherits from the class klasa is also
possible:
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class klasa
{private://...
protected:
typ pole1;
typ metoda1();
public:
typ pole2;
typ metoda2();
};

//ancestor: klasa

template <class typ>
class szablon: public klasa
//child: szablon
{private://...
//inheritance of the class
protected:
typ pole1;
typ metoda1();
public:
typ pole2;
typ metoda2();
};

To refer to the overridden names of method from object obiekt class
szablon<int> the operator of scope:: should be used:

//metoda2 from class: szablon<int>
obiekt.metoda2();
//metoda2 from class ancestor: klasa
obiekt.klasa::metoda2();
One template can also inherit from another (first template is like a parent - the
ancestor for the second - child. Templates can have the same or different parameters
(version1 or version2):
//version1
template <class typ2>
class szablon2: public szablon<typ2> //child: szablon
{private://... // inheritance from a template
protected:
//identical template parameters
typ2 pole1;
typ2 metoda1();
public:
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typ2 pole2;
typ2 metoda2();
};
//version2
template <class typ2>
class szablon2: public szablon<typ> //child: szablon
{private://... // inheritance from a template
protected:
// different template parameters
typ2 pole1;
typ2 metoda1();
public:
typ2 pole2;
typ2 metoda2();
};
A similar principle of creating child classes concerns specialized template class.

3.4.

CONCLUSIONS

Function templates and class templates allow creating generic function and class
models, which means independent of the type, and also it reduces the time and effort
of programmers. The instantiations of functions and classes are generated when
a function is called with specific parameters or while creating objects as an instance of
a particular class. The compiler generates a function or a class on the basis of explicit
or implicit specialization or defined instantiation of the template.
From the practical point of view, in the age of object-oriented programming class
templates are more valuable, flexible and more often used than function templates.
Defining friends in class templates and the usage of templates in the inheritance are
other reasons for developing the idea of code reuse and facilitate the work of
programmers in an extended programming task. A typical use of class templates are
the container classes (vectors, lists, stacks, ...) to store and perform operations on
data structures frequently used in programming.
To sum up, the idea of templates implemented in C++ makes this language
a valuable tool for professional developers.
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4
Generic Programming Using the STL Library

4.1.

THE IDEA OF GENERIC PROGRAMMING

The basic principle of developing new software solutions and programming techniques
is the idea of code reuse. This approach allows faster and easier writing programs due
to using once produced software code many times. Examples of this idea are:


multiple usage of functions (procedures) in technique procedural programming (in
one, particular program),



using function (procedures) placed in modules (header files) in technique
structural programming many times,



multiple usage of classes in object-oriented programming,



multiple usage of components in technique of visual programming.
The standard class functions library, defined in many programming languages,

enabling developers to create more efficient programs in shorter time. One of the
interesting programming paradigms, in addition to object-oriented, event-driven and
visual programming is generic programming.
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The idea of generic programming, which is also based on the code for reuse, can
be defined as:


creation of code independent of data type [PRA06],



looking for the most abstract and general solutions in the form of algorithms and
data structures [MEY04].
Templates are tool for C++ to create generic programs. They allow defining

a function or a class as a generic type.
An example of the implementation of generic programming is the STL collection
(Standard Template Library) written in C. It was created by A. Stepanova, M. Lee in
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories in 1994. STL library has been incorporated into the
standard language C ++ by decision of the Committee of the ISO / ANSI C ++,
although it is not object-oriented library. STL is part of the Library Standard C ++
language and includes many templates of containers and algorithms, which are
characterized by high efficiency and ease of use [PRA06].
Library STL provides a set of templates representing the containers, iterators,
functors and algorithms. It is based on templates, which use generic types (one
container for different types such as vector of numbers or vector of the chains) and
a generic representation of algorithms (one algorithmic code for different containers
e.g. sorting algorithm of type list or vector container). In the library STL the main
emphasis was placed on algorithms independent of data types and type of container.

4.2.

THE CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTAINER

Data on which STL operates is stored in containers. The concept of the container is
a set of requirements that must be fulfilled by all container classes. Containers are
homogenous vessels for storing group of the same type of values. Otherwise, the
container is an object that stores other objects of the same type, which may be built-in
types of variables, or instances of classes [PRA06].
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STL Standard provides specific requirements that such classes must comply with:


Default constructor,



Copy constructor,



Assignment operator,



Destructor,



Comparison operator,



Operator! =,



Operator <,



Operator> [STL10].
Containers can be used directly to store copies of objects (small objects) or as an

intermediate container that holds pointers to objects (for large objects) - one object
can be in two containers at the same time. The removal of the container with the
objects removes them too, and remove the container with the indicators not
necessarily remove objects.
Containers vary in the organization of data storage including of adding, removing
data from the container, access from the outside, the complexity and the availability of
algorithms for performing various operations on data stored in containers.
Complexity is one of the characteristics of library STL containers. It describes
a time needed to perform an operation in the container. There are three type of
complexity [PRA06]:


compile-time complexity - operations are undertaken at compile time and not take
the time during the execution of the program,



the fixed complexity - program run-time operations, which does not depend on the
number of elements in a container,



linear complexity - program run-time operations depend on the number of
elements in the container.
Each of the containers has a specific complexity of each operation. The selection

of proper container for specific tasks should take into account the complexity, which
means performance of the container.
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Containers may be of different types. The types of containers are the templates,
that are used to create specific objects. Library STL provides 11 types of containers:
deque, list, queue, priority_queue, stack, vector, map, multimap, set, multiset,
bitset [PRA06].
Containers can be divided into two groups:


sequential



associative.
Sequential containers have elements arranged linearly, sequentially, one after

another. These include: deque, list, queue, priority_queue, stack, vector.
Vector - the simplest type of sequence container, the container similar to the onedimensional array of objects enlarged by the additional functionality of the
management of these objects: load / unload from the container, write / read from the
disk, increasing the size of the container, for example card holders arranged
alphabetically. Vector provides free access to each element using indexing, the
dynamic change of the number of stored elements: adding and removing items from
the end are operations with constant complexity, while the above mentioned
operations from the beginning and end of the vector are the linear complexity
operations. Vector is an example of a reversible container - items can be viewed the in
the orders: from beginning to end and from end to beginning.
Stack - one of container types is a LIFO data structure (Last In First Out) including
operations: put on the stack, remove from the stack and read the value, specify the
number of items, check if the stack is empty. Stack does not allow free access to
elements of the stack, or the iteration over container.
Queue - a FIFO data structure (First In First Out) queue is one-way with limited
functionality. It allows adding items to the end of it and deleting them from the
beginning, getting the first and last element, checking the number of items and see if
the queue is empty.
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Deque is a two-way queque, which allows free access to the items, adding and
removing items from the two ends - these operations are faster than in the vector
container.
Priority_queue is a priority queue, in which the largest element is placed at the
beginning of the queue.
List type container represents a double-linked list: each element of the container,
except for the first and last, is associated with previous and next element, which allow
moving through the list in both directions. Inserting an element in the middle of the list
is quick and much simpler than for vector, duplicate values removal is also a possible
operation. The list is a reversible container, but does not allow free access through
indexing.
Associative containers link a value with a key and use the key to search for that
value. They allow quick access to the data using the key (key type is not a natural
number), and inserting new elements, but without determining their position.
Associative containers include: set, multiset, map, multimap.
Set is a container comprising a collection of pairs of object associated with each
other: a key and a value. The value type is the same as the key type. Keys are unique
- in every set there is only one key, because the value is also a key. A set is an
associative container, reversible, sorted – the Set takes care of the order itself sorting is done automatically after the operations performed. An example of the Set is
a container that collects in an orderly manner unique names.
Multiset container has characteristics the same as the Set, but it can store more
than one value with the same key. An example of a MultiSet is a container that
collects names in an orderly manner but allows the repetition.
Map is an associative container, reversible, automatically sorted, which keeps
many pairs of objects: a key and a value. The value type may be different than the
type of the key. Keys are unique: one key is associated with one value. An example of
the Map can be a container remembering the capitals of countries: the key is a state,
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and the value is a capital of the country, or prices: the key is the product code, and the
value is the price.
Multimap container has characteristics the same as the Map, but one key may be
associated with multiple values. An example of the Multimap is a container
remembering the city belonging to the country: the key is the state, and the value is
the city.
To use in the program STL containers in C ++ language, appropriate header file
like vector, list, queue, stack, set or map should be included with
#include directive:
#include <vector>
#include <list>
...
using namespace std;
and then create an object of a template class by type concretization:
Examples of sequential containers:
vector<int> wektor(5);
list<double> lista(10);
queue<string> kolejka;
stack<char> stos;
Examples of associative containers:
set<string> nazwiska;
map<string, double> cennik;
multimap<string, string> miasta;

4.3.

USAGE OF ITERATORS TO MOVE THROUGH THE CONTAINER

Each container can store any type of data. However, the operations on differently
organized structures in each container are based on different algorithms. The concept
of an iterator was introduced to make one and the same algorithm independent of the
type of container. The iterator allows moving through a container independently of its
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data organization. It is the generalization of the index, which allows moving through
the container like index in the array.
The iterator hides all the details associated with a particular container, so an
algorithm based on the use of iterators can be written once and then used many times
in relation to any containers [MEY04]. Thus, the idea of code reuse is implemented.
In each container class there is the definition of an appropriate iterator class
(pointer or object). For example, iterators: itv and itl can be defined to move
through the containers: wektor (type vector) or lista (type list):
vector<int> wektor;
vector<int>::iterator itv;

//container
//iterator

list<string> lista;
list<string>::iterator itl;

//container
//iterator

Each class provides the methods begin(), end(), and the operation ++,
which set the iterator at the beginning, end or at the next element in the container,
which means, that they performed similarly to pointers. Dereferencing operator (*)
provide an access the value pointed to by the iterator (Listing 4.1):
Listing 4.1.

itv=wektor.begin();
*itv=10;
++itv;
*itv=20;

//iterator points 1st element of wector
//assign the value of 1st element
//moving to the next element
//assign the value of 2nd element

The idea of using an iterator to display contents of any container can be illustrated
by the example of mentioned above wektor and lista containers (Listing 4.2):

Listing 4.2.

for(itv=wektor.begin();itv!=wektor.end();itv++)
{cout<<*itv<<",";}
for(itl=lista.begin();itl!=lista.end();++itl)
{cout<<*itl<<",";}
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Using iterators applying functions is the best solution, the alternative is public
declaration of iterator.
Several types of iterators is defined in the STL library [PRA06], [STL10]:


Input (to read the value of the container element): input_iterator,
istream_iterator



Output (to store the value of the element to the container): output_iterator,
ostream_iterator, insert_iterator



Progressive (to move forward: operator + +): forward_iterator



Bi-directional (to move in two directions): bidirectional_iterator



Random access (direct access to the item): random_access_iterator,
reverse_iterator.
Using

iterators:

revers_iterator,

istream_iterator,

back_insert_iterator,

ostream_iterator,
front_insert_iterator,

insert_iterator requires a declaration of header file <iterator>.
To perform operations on data in the containers, in each class template a number
of methods is defined. Some of them are the same for all containers, other are
individual, specific for type of particular container.
For all containers the following methods are defined:


begin() – returns an iterator pointing 1st element,



end() – returns an iterator pointing position behind the last,



rbegin() – returns a reverse iterator pointing position behind the last,



rend() – returns a reverse iterator indicating the 1st element,



size() – returns the number of elements,



empty() – returns true if the container is empty,



swap() – swaps the contents of two containers.
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For vectors, lists, and queues some individual methods were defined:


insert (iterator position, InputIterator first, InputIterator last) - insert at the
beginning a copy of the elements from localization to pointed place (from
a different container),



push_back (t) - add an element t at the end of the container (size increase and
memory allocation),



erase (iterator first, iterator last) - removed from the container elements in the
given range,



clear() - clears the container,



pop_back() - removes the last element,



pop_front()-removes the first item (list, deque only),



push_front(t) - add an element t at the beginning of the container (letter, deque
only),



remove(t) - removes all elements of t from the list (only list),



sort(), reverse() - sorts the list, reverses the order (only list),



unique()-combines the same elements of the list (they are side by side) to one
(only list).

For example, to fill the vector wektor can be achieved using the method insert()
or push_back () or an overloaded operator [] (Listing 4.3):
Listing 4.3.

const int ROZMIAR=5;
int tab[ROZMIAR]={1,2,3,4,5};
vector<int> wektor(ROZMIAR);//determine the lenght
//of the vector
vector<int>::iterator itv;
int liczba;
for(int i=0;i<5;i++) wektor[i]=tab[i]; //data from array
wektor.insert(wektor.begin(),6);//insert at the beginning
cout<<"Podaj liczby konczac 0\n";
while(cin>>liczba && liczba!=0)
{wektor.push_back(liczba); }
//insert at the end
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Filling up and sorting the list list can also be achieved in several ways (Listing 4.4):
Listing 4.4.

list<int> lista(tab, tab+ROZMIAR); //data from array
lista.push_front(9);
//insert at the beginning
lista.push_back(10);
//insert at the end
lista.insert(lista.begin(), wektor.begin(), wektor.end());
//insert from other container at the beginning
lista.sort();

For sets and maps, the individual methods associated with the construction of these
containers were also defined.


insert (), erase () - inserting, deleting items,



find (key) - returns an iterator pointing to the key,



count (key) - returns the number of elements associated with the key,



equal_range (key) - returns a pair of iterators: the scope of elements which have
the key.

Element of maps (a pair of objects) is a template type pair:
pair<class TypKlucza, class TypDanych>
An access to the constituent elements of the map can be achieved by the first and
second components.
For example,
pair<string, double> pozycja("strzyzenie",12.50);
cin>>pozycja.first>>pozycja.second;
Inserting elements to the map cennik means adding a pair of objects:
map<string, double> cennik;
cennik.insert(pozycja);
cennik.insert(pair<string, double>("golenie",10.0));
Storing names of cities and countries in a container miasta, number of cities in
particular country can be calculated: how many values are associated with a given key
(Listnng 4.5):
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Listing 4.5.

multimap<string, string> miasta; //contener
multimap<string,string>::iterator itm;//iterator multimap
multimap<string,string>::iterator> itm_para;
cout<<"Liczba miast w Polsce:" <<miasta.count("Polska");
itm_para=miasta.equal_range("Polska");
for(itm=itm_para.first;itm!=itm_para.second;itm++)
{cout<<(*itm).second<<endl;}

4.4.

FUNCTORS

STL algorithms also use the functional objects, so-called functors. They act as
functions and they can be objects or pointers.
Functor - any object that can be used as functions with the operator (). A functor
aim is to accelerate the operations, which during the program performance are
repeated many times. Functors can be: ordinary function names, pointers to functions
and class objects, in which the operator () is overloaded.
Functors can be of different types [PRA06]:


generator - functor called without arguments,



unary functor - functor called with one argument, if it returns a Boolean it is
a predicate,



binary functor - functor called with two arguments, if it returns a Boolean value is
a binary predicate.
Functional objects have the syntax of a function call, but they are also full-fledged

objects, so they can have a state, constructors, destructors, and other methods, as
well as associated types, and of course also they have their own type.
Functors help support other functions of the STL library, which use other functions
as arguments. An example of such features may be a function for_each() or
transform(), occurring in 2 versions:


for_each (InputIterator first, InputIterator last, UnaryFunction f) - the execution of
the functions f specified for each item of container in a given range,
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transform

(InputIterator

first,

InputIterator

last,

OutputIterator

result,

UnaryFunction op) - applies the function object op to each element in the range version 1 (or to each pair of elements in the range - version 2) and copies the
value returned in the right place of the second range.
For example, displaying elements of the container wektor using a function
for_each() that contains the functor might look like this (Listing 4.6):
Listing 4.6.

void show(int x){cout<<x<<endl;
for_each(wektor.begin(), wektor.end(), show);

Views of the square roots of each element of the vector using transform()
containing a functor may look like this (Listing 4.7):
Listing 4.7.

//place of the transformation result
ostream_iterator<int, char> out(cout," ");
//function using functor sqrt as an argument
transform(wektor.begin(), wektor.end(), out, sqrt);
To create wektorsum vector, whose elements are the sum of the elements of two
other vectors: wektor1 and wektor2 (all the same size storing integers), the
transform() function with a predefined functor plus <type> can be used:
transform(wektor1.begin(), wektor1.end(), wektor2.begin(),
wektorsum.begin(), plus<int>);

4.5.

ALGORITHMS

In addition to the methods defined in a template container class, the STL library offers
so-called algorithms - carefully designed formulas for completing a specific task.
Algorithms are functions templates that operate on containers; they are universal,
independent of the type of data. To fit them for all containers they use iterators to
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specify the scope of processed data and indicating a location for the result. Examples
of algorithms are functions for_each() or transform(), which have been discussed
earlier.
Algorithms use templates, which allow using generic data types. They also use
iterators for a generic representation of the data access of any type of container.
Algorithms perform the operations of four types [PRA06]:


Sequential operation without the value changes



Sequential operation with the value change



Sorting and related operations



Generalized numeric operations
The first three groups of operations are defined in the header file <algorithm>, the

last group in the header file <numeric>.
Operations Sequential without the value change function for each element of
the range without changing their values. These include the functions: for_each(), and
find(), count():


find (InputIterator first, InputIterator last, value) - finds the first occurrence of
specified value in the scope, and returns its first iterator or iterator of the last
element of the range to if there is no occurrence at all,



count (InputIterator first, InputIterator last, value) - counts the number of
elements which are equal to value in given range.

Finding a given number in the vector can be achieved by using algorithms (Listing
4.8):
Listing 4.8.

itv=wektor.begin();
int szukane=4;
int wynik=*(find(itv, itv+4, szukane));
int ile= count(itv,itv+4,szukane);
if(wynik==szukane)
cout<<"znaleziono: "<<szukane<<" - "<<ile<<" razy"<<endl;
else cout<<"nie znaleziono: "<<szukane<<endl;
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The sequential operations changing the value operate also on the entire scope of
the container causing changes. Below there are algorithms of this group and
examples of their use:


reverse (BidirectionalIterator first, BidirectionalIterator last) - reverses the order of
elements in the range:
revers(wektor.begin(), wektor.end());



random_shuffle (RandomAccessIterator first, RandomAccessIterator last) changes the order of the items in a random way:
srand(unsigned(time (NULL)));//generator
random_shuffle(wektor.begin(), wektor.end());



swap (Type & a, Type & b) - swaps the valuesat positions defined by reference:
swap(wektor[0], wektor[4]);



copy (InputIterator first, InputIterator last, OutputIterator result) - copies the
elements from the range in the place indicated by the iterator:
copy(wektor.end()-2, wektor.end(),wektor.begin());



replace (ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last, valOld, valNew) - replaces
each occurrence of value in the range: valOld to valNew:
replace(wektor.begin(),wektor.begin()+2,2,6);



fill (ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last, value) - sets any value in the range
on the given value:
fill(wektor.begin(),wektor.begin()+2,1);



generate (ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last, rand) - sets any value in the
range on the value returned by a generator (the function object e.g. pointer on
rand ()):
generate(wektor.begin(), wektor.end(), rand);

The operations of sorting and related include algorithms:


sort (RandomAccessIterator first, RandomAccessIterator last) - sorts elements
from the range in an ascending order (the object requires a function operator <):
sort(wektor.begin(), wektor.end());
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min_element (ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last) – finds an iterator: the
first occurrence of the smallest value in the scope:
cout

<<*(min_element

(wektor.begin

(),

wektor.end

()))<<

endl;


max_element (ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last) - finds an iterator: the
first occurrence of the largest value in the scope:
cout

<<*(max_element

(wektor.begin

(),

wektor.end

()))<<

endl;
Generalized numeric operations using the header file <numeric>. An example of an
algorithm of this group may be a function accumulate ():


accumulate(InputIterator first, InputIterator last, T init) returns the sum of the
elements of launching the sum of the initial value:
cout<<"suma="<<accumulate(wektor.begin(), wektor.end(),0);

Objects of class string can also use the STL library. Strings can use methods such as:
begin (), end (), reverse (), count (), replace (), sort (), ...(Listing 4.9):
Listing 4.9.

string slowo;
cout<<"podaj slowo ";
cin>>slowo;
reverse(slowo.begin(), slowo.end());
cout<<"\n"<<slowo<<endl;
cout<<"Liczba wystapien: ";
cout<<count(slowo.begin(), slowo.end(), 'a')<< endl;
replace(slowo.begin(), slowo.end(), 'a','*');
cout<<"\n"<<slowo<<endl;
sort(slowo.begin(), slowo.end());
cout<<"\n"<<slowo<<endl;
During a work with containers used for set of tasks, the method containers or
generic algorithms can be used. The principle is that if the container has a method that
performs the required operation, it should be selected instead of a universal algorithm.
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This method is better optimized for the container – it allows changing the size of
the container, if needed. For example, the removal numbers 1 from the list (Listing
4.10):
Listing 4.10.

list<int> lista;
//1. removal using function – the same length of list,
//last elements remains
remove(lista.begin(), lista.end(),1);
// 2. Removal using method – list is shorten
lista.remove(1);//delete 1 and reduce size of list
Similarly, when choosing a container to a specific task, do not follow the illusion of
the existence of codes independent of the container - chose carefully the type of
a container. Using containers containing indicators initiated by the new operator,
remember to release the dynamic memory by delete operator before the container –
the object including them will be removed. It is better to use the containers vector and
string than dynamically allocate memory to arrays [MEY04].

4.6.

CONCLUSIONS

STL Library is one of the most useful tools of C ++ and also the most important
usage of templates. Templates allow algorithm to be independent from the of data
types; iterators allow algorithm independence from the type of used container.
Components of STL Library are generic programming tools for building new tools.
They include: container templates, iterators, function objects and algorithms.
Containers have functionality based on typical complex data structures: vectors, lists,
stacks, queues, ... and allow these structures to store data of any type. Iterators as
flexible indicators allow the service of all types of containers in the same manner,
while maintaining the functional differences of these structures. Algorithms use the
templates; they are implemented as methods of container classes, but mostly they
are general not constituent function. Library STL algorithms are efficient, well-
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developed. Functors support algorithms of the STL library. Generic and flexible STL
library saves programmers work by providing efficient implementations of popular
algorithms, which are independent of the type of container and the type of data stored.
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5
Metrics of Object-Oriented Software

Software metrics are units of software measurement. They are used to characterize
software products, development process, as well as software engineers. Over the
years, software metrics have been a useful tool to control the development and
maintenance activities of software applications.
If metrics are used properly, they allow gaining multiple benefits. Firstly, metrics
help make quantified and meaningful estimates. Secondly, they support a decision
making process from business to technical level. Thirdly, they identify and quantify
products and process improvements, examine engineers efficiency and productivity.
Lastly, based on metrics it is possible to define success and failure (or degree of
success and failure) for a product or a process [BER03].
Traditional metrics have been applied to the measurement of structured systems
since 1976 [MCC76]. But the object-oriented paradigm has made great contribution to
the study of software measures. The multiplicity of interrelated elements of software
and the increased awareness of quality assurance throughout the object oriented
system development led to the development of appropriate metrics.
These object-oriented metrics have two issues that need to be addressed:
measuring and the resultant measure, and the object-oriented paradigm.
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5.1.

OBJECT-ORIENTED METRICS AND MEASURES

Traditional software metrics such as lines of code or cyclomatic complexity have been
used in industry as indicators of quality since 1976 [MCC76]. Nevertheless, as objectoriented approach emerged to support major applications, the effectiveness of
applying traditional software metrics to object-oriented systems was challenged. The
following issues were presented as the main reasons for the inadequacy of using
traditional metrics to object-oriented software [MOR90]:
 assumptions relating program size and software engineers productivity in
structured systems do not apply directly to object-oriented software,
 traditional metrics do not address the design aspects of object-oriented
systems,
 the computation of the system's complexity as the sum of the complexity of
each components is not appropriate for large object-oriented systems.
On the other hand other works indicate that traditional metrics are applicable to
the measurement of the complexity of object-oriented systems and can be used to
quantify software complexity [TEG92].
The object-oriented design approach gives opportunity to classify metrics
naturally. The classification captures object-oriented software features and properties
hierarchically. It begins with the high-level characteristics of an object-oriented system
and moves down to the low-level characteristics.
Source code size metrics
Traditional metrics which are applied to object oriented software give insight into
an overall system size and allow comparing systems and evaluating productivity. They
can also be used as a refactoring effectiveness indicator.
Lines of Code (LOC) metric is most common software project measure. The
metric becomes a baseline to measure the degree of work performed on a project and
it is used to create time and cost estimates [ENC10].
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Effective Lines of Code Metric (eLOC) is a measure of all lines that are not
comments, blanks or standalone braces or parenthesis. This metric more closely
represents the quantity of work performed [RES10].
Comment Line and Comment Percent (or Comment to Code Ratio) is a degree of
commenting within the source code. It measures the care taken by programmers to
make the source code and algorithms understandable. Poorly commented code
makes the maintenance activities an extremely expensive. Recommended minimum
is 20%.
Blank Line and White Space Percent Metric is the number of blank lines within
source code. It indicates the readability of product.
And File Count Metric counts the files processed and generates metrics based on
the file extension. It provides the distribution of the source code types, source code
types and distribution of the specifications to the implementations [RES10].
Procedural metrics
Cyclomatic Complexity is a popular procedural (called also function) software
metric equal to the number of decisions that can be taken in a procedure [MCC76].
A decision is defined as an occurrence of keywords such as: "while", "for", “foreach”,
“continue”, "if", "case", "goto", “try” and “catch” within the function. Cyclomatic
Complexity is the sum of these constructs.
That metric helps to identify software need of inspection or redesign, and also to
allocate resources for evaluation and test [SAS10]. It suggests that module approach
decreases defects when McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity is within 2 and 7 [EBE97].
Another interesting procedural metrics are Fan In and Fan Out. Those values
measure the relationships between files and procedures and indicates the complexity
of the static structure of code.
Class metrics
Class metrics describe structure of a class and relationship between classes. The
volume of a class is a basic size measure connected with the amount of information
inside it. The class volume can be measured by Number of Variables and by Number
of Methods. Also Average LOC per Class and per Method metrics can provide insight
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into the average module size in the system. The methods where LOC is higher than
20 are hard to understand or maintain and should be refactored.
The internal structure of an object is based on the methods and is an indicator of
its functionality. Method metrics are used to estimate effort for testing early. Those
metrics can be measured by Number of Parameters per Method, Weighted Methods
per Class, Maximum Nesting Level, Method Rank.
Number of Parameter per Method counts parameters of a method and also
references. Methods where metric is higher than 5 might be difficult to call and could
decrease the performance. It is recommended to provide a class dedicated to handle
arguments passing.
Weighted Methods per Class metric is a sum of complexities of methods defined
in a class. It represents the complexity of a class as a whole and can be used to
indicate the development and maintenance effort for a class.
Maximum of Nesting Level for a method is the maximum number of encapsulated
scopes inside the body of the method. Methods where this metric is higher than 4 are
hard to understand and maintain [NDE10, SHE98].
Method Rank metric is computed using Google Page Rank algorithm on the graph
of methods dependencies. That metrics should be tested carefully, because the metric
errors can be detrimental.
Classes often interact with other classes to form a subsystem. Excessive coupling
between objects is harmful to a module design and it reuse [ARC95a]. Number of
Invoked Classes is one of the metrics that can be used to identify such references
[EBE97]. Afferent Coupling and Efferent Coupling at method level are another object
coupling metrics.
Afferent Coupling for a particular method is the number of methods that depends
directly on it and the Efferent Coupling for a particular method is the number of
methods it directly depends on. Afferent Coupling is an indicator for the responsibility.
The higher this value is the higher is the element’s responsibility. Efferent Coupling
means that a element depends on several other implementation details and it makes it
instable. Therefore it is good practice to keep the Efferent Coupling for all artefacts at
a minimum.
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The inheritance relationships characteristic between classes and their parents
indicate to a designer where changes would improve the development. The metrics
connected to classes inheritance should take into account both the depth and breadth
of the relationships [ARC95b]. The Height of Inheritance Tree metric is counted as the
maximum number of nodes from the class node to the root of the inheritance
hierarchy. The deeper within the hierarchy, the more methods the class can inherit,
increasing its complexity.
Product metrics
The measurable characteristics of a system as a whole might be presented as
a number of classes, a number of unites test, a percentage of code coverage by tests
[PUR03].
Another approach to product metrics represent Product Metric of Halstead. In that
metric software is measured by counting the number of operator and operands, and
for them the program vocabulary, length and volume is calculated. Halstead’s metric
has several advantages. Firstly, it do not require in-depth analysis of programming
structure, so is simple and can be used for any programming language. Secondly, it
allow to predict an error rate. And lastly, using that metric is possible to determine
effort and time needed to develop software [SAS10].

5.2.

IMPACT OF METRICS ON SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

Software metrics can be applied throughout the whole software development process.
There are different usage goal and different set of metrics to evaluate each of the
phases of object-oriented software development life cycle, such as requirements and
analysis, design, coding, testing and maintenance.
During requirements and analysis phase, the metrics that measure completeness
and specificity of the system requirements are used. The metrics like specificity of
requirements, completeness of functional requirements and degree to which the
requirements have been validated are proposed [SAS10].
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The metrics such as McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity, Information Flow (fan
in/out), Depth of Inheritance Tree, Maximum Nesting Level, Number of Class methods
are applied at design phase. They are helpful for defining test cases, allocating
resources for evaluation and test, identifying needs for inspection or redesign. Those
metrics are used on different design decomposition levels.
The software metrics appropriate during implementation are Lines of Code or
various defect metrics. They are taking into consideration software quality, developer’s
performance, a need of code refactoring or review, dependencies of components and
so on.
For software testing and maintaining, the focus should be placed on metrics that
help to follow up the number of defects in various system aspects and to predict the
reliability of software products. Recommended metrics are: Reliability Growth
Logarithmic Model [SAS10], Number of Test Case, Number of Unit Test, Code
Coverage, etc [LAN10].

5.3.

ANALYSIS OF PHP PROJECT

Presented analysis was conducted for the CMS project for the financial organization.
The CMS was implemented using PHP5 framework called Symfony and ORM
framework Doctrine. The system is consistent with the object-oriented paradigm.
The analysis based on the results from two programs: Understand by SciTools
and PHP_Depend [PHP10, SCI10]. The files such as CSS, JS and images was
omitted during the analysis.
The source code metrics, generated using Understand, program are presented in
tab. 5.1. The project consists 1916 classes with 12 174 methods. The Comment to
Code Ratio was calculated at 6%, thereby exceeding the average value [EBE97].
Table 5.1. Source size code metrics for CMS project generated by SciTools Understand
Metric name

Result

Blank Lines

39 098

Classes

1 916
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Code Lines

182 085

Comment Lines

111 236

Comment to Code Ratio

0,61

Files

2 500

Functions

12 174

Lines

332 683

The code distribution is also presented in the chart (fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1 Code Volume Distribution generated by SciTools Understand

The average cyclomatic complexity for all project nested functions or methods is 2
with the maximum equals 85. The value does not exceed suggested maximum of
average complexity [EBE97]. On the other hand, the project maximum of nesting is
higher than recommended [NDE10]. The visual demonstration of the complexity
results is presented in fig. 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Cyclomatic complexity generated by SciTools Understand
Metric name
Result

AvgCyclomatic

MaxCyclomatic

MaxNesting

2.06

85

6

Fig. 5.2. Cyclomatic complexity chart generated by SciTools Understand

The fig. 5.3 presents the base structure of the Overview Pyramid [LAN10,
MCC76], which is used to visualize a complete software system in a legible manner,
generated by another program – PHP_Depend. The pyramid collects a set of metrics
from the categories such as inheritance, coupling, size and complexity, and their
relations.
The results obtained from PHP_Depend are similar to the results from
Understand. The number of class within the project is calculated at 1832 with around
1200 methods and 155 000 lines of code. The Cyclomatic Complexity (presented as
CYCLO) equals also 2.
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Fig. 5.3. Overview Pyramid generated by PHP_Depend

Average Lines of Code per Method (as LOC to NOM ratio) is almost 17. The value
of the metric does not cross recommended maximum of 20 code lines per a method,
but is high and implicates possible difficulty in understanding the methods’
mechanism.
Calculated Number of Method (presented as NOM to NOC ratio) is around 7. The
value is within the range. but it can be explained by high Average LOC per Method
metric value. Thus, in that project class readability has been preserved at the expense
of methods simplicity. It possible that after refactoring this indicator will change
The Overview Pyramid presents also metrics informing about software inheritance
and coupling. The results for two inheritance metrics, Average Number of Derived
Classes (ANDC) describes the average of derived classes and Average Depth in
Inheritance Tree (AHH), are awarded. They both exceed maximum value shown in
reference table (tab. 5.3). Thus it means that the inheritance structure in presented
program is too complex and can cause the problems with it understanding.
In contrast, coupling metric counts as a number of distinct method-calls per
a number of method (presented as CALLS) is average. That can implicate the
adequate level of methods specialization.
The Information Flow metric (presented as FANOUT to CALL ratio), which is three
times lower than minimum, and low number of class per package (NOM to NOP ratio)
suggests low program complexity.
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Table 5. 3. Reference values for Overview Pyramid
Metric

Low

Average

High

0.16

0.20

0.24

LOC/NOM

7

10

13

NOM/NOC

4

7

10

NOC/NOP

6

17

26

CALLS/NOM

2.01

2.62

3.2

FANOUT/CALLS

0.56

0.62

0.68

ANDC

0.25

0.41

0.57

AHH

0.09

0.21

0.32

CYCLO/LOC

The AI chart (fig. 5.4) was created from the calculated values to visualize the
relationship between the instability on the y axis and the abstraction on the x axis.

Fig. 5.4. Abstration-Instability chart generated by PHP_Depend

The elements presented in the chart represent the program packages. Their
location close to the diagonal means good balance between the package abstraction
and instability. Because most of packages are distant to the diagonal, the conclusion
is that program is inappropriate balanced and should be redesigned.
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Table 5.4 The selected metrics for class pageComponents
Class metric name

Result

Afferent Coupling

0

Coupling Between Objects

11

Efferent Coupling

11

Comment Lines fo Code

13

Code Rank
Depth of Inheritance Tree

0,15
2

Lines Of Code

211

Number Of Added Methods

12

Number Of Child Classes

0

Weighted Method Count

28

The selected metrics are presented in tab. 5.4 for the example class called
pageComponents. The class contains 211 lines of code with 13 lines of comments. It
is the second in the inheritance tree and no class inherits for it. All of 12 class methods
are added – none of methods is overwritten. High value of efferent Coupling metric
means that the class depends on 11 other implementation and it makes the class
instable.

5.4.

TOOL INFORMATION

PHP_Depend is a small program that performs static code analysis on a given source
base. Static code analysis means that PHP_Depend first takes the source code and
parses it into an easily processable internal data structure called an Abstract Syntax
Tree, that represents the different statements and elements used in the analyzed
source base [PHP10].
Understand is a powerful, easy-to-use software tools developed by Scientific
Toolworks Inc.. Understand is a set of sophisticated static analysis tools that help
measure and maintain software source code. In contrast to PHP_Depend, Understand
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is a commercial program that supports many programming languages such as
C/C++/C#, Ada, Java, FORTRAN, Delphi and Jovial programming languages [SCI10].

5.5.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many traditional and object-oriented metrics useful for an objectoriented software measure. Those metrics can be simply distinguish into two
categories by applying construction rules [EBE97]:
 the static and dynamic structure of a class or an object,
 the static and dynamic relationships between classes and objects.
Metrics for object-oriented software are used to characterize products, software
engineering processes and software developers. And collecting metrics in running
projects helps to:
 assess the quality of code,
 focus on code reusability and maintainability,
 determine the improvement or degradation in a project,
 build up a historical database for future estimations and risk assessments,
 verify a software design or architecture [LOR94].
But it is extremely important to note that metrics are almost always interrelated –
a change of one metric has impact on other metrics for the same product or process.
What is more, to be useful metrics should be collected regularly and in a structured
way. Otherwise, they can be detrimental.
Finally, it must be mentioned that the most useful set of metric for specific product,
process or organization is not defined. The set of metrics should be work out after
analysis of various software engineering aspects and collected set of metrics.
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6
Exploration of Object-Oriented Data

Nowadays the applications have to use many data sources that are generated in
different systems. The main problem is how to ensure the access to data that are
stored in files with various formats and how to process those data using techniques
that are typical for query languages. This chapter describes the solution enabling
processing the object-oriented data that are created on the base of the heterogeneous
data sources.

6.1.

ACCESS TO DATA IN CONTEMPORARY COMPUTER SCIENCE SYSTEMS

Contemporary computer science systems are now rarely functioning as autonomous
applications using only their own, native databases. More and more often it is
necessary to gain data from external sources. Simultaneously, local application
databases serve as a source of data for other exploited computer science systems.
The main problem concerning exchanging data between various applications is the
variety of methods of data description, format and way of access. These factors are a
significant hindrance to creation of applications which otherwise could use various
sources in a universal way.
Among the data sources the relational databases are considered to be the most
popular. However, in practice data can be gathered also in different forms, such as
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spreadsheet format, XML documents or SOAP messages provided within the network
services. Such a great variety of formats forces the necessity of preparing methods of
access to heterogeneous data sources which would make client applications or their
individual functionalities independent from the character of location of data storage.
One of the possible solutions is the use of dedicated libraries rendered available in
the scope of programming languages used for application creation. These libraries
execute required functionality of access to heterogeneous data sources. However,
their use usually requires specific approach. The implementation of these libraries
requires understanding of how they work, the knowledge of syntax of query languages
suitable for a given source or the acquaintance with the dedicated Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs). The knowledge of these issues requires wide
knowledge from the programmers and the creation of access layers to data is often
the longest and the most complicated process in the whole cycle of software
production.
Another concept of access to heterogeneous data sources is presented by
Microsoft company which suggested the implementation of queries having universal
and heterogeneous syntax to programming language that would be used for browsing
various types of data. This concept has been executed under the name of LINQ and
has become one of the flagship novelties of the .NET Framework 3.5 programming
platform.
LINQ, i.e. Language-Integrated Query, is a modern, heterogeneous programming
model that executes the concept of defining queries as an integral part of objectoriented programming languages available on Microsoft .NET Framework platform.
The model offers the following solutions including:


the library of basic interfaces and classes defining and implementing standard
query operators,



the set of flexible language constructions which can be optionally implemented in
any programming language for the .NET platform (by default they have been
implemented in C# 3.0 and Visual Basic 9.0),



standard libraries implementing the access to basic data sources via LINQ.
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LINQ allows to execute access to data stored in various sources (relational data in
tables, XML files, collections of objects created within the scope of relational and
object mapping or messages coming from web services) and enables their browsing
via queries defined in a heterogeneous form resembling the syntax of the SQL
language.
However, the integration of queries with the programming language does not
confine their use only to the software layer responsible for the access to data. Queries
may browse collections of objects stored in the memory also in a layer of business
logic, collections of graphic icons of the user interface and structure of catalogues on
data carriers, i.e. the list of processes run in a given moment on a computer.
Apart from the universal character of the language integrated queries, there are
also a few more very important aspects because of which this programming model is
still being developed. Firstly, the queries execute the concept of declarative
programming. The browsing of object collection may as well be carried out using
algorithms based on traditional programming constructions. However, algorithmic
approach focuses on the method of selecting proper data, not on what should be
selected [PIA08]. The use of queries is a clear declaration of what data and in which
form they should be downloaded. Determining the method of downloading data is a
task for implementation of LINQ for a given data source.

6.2.

CLASSES AND INTERFACES EXECUTING LINQ

LINQ should be regarded as a collection of libraries of classes and interfaces both
implementing access with the use of LINQ for various data sources and creating basic
infrastructure for these implementations. The primary interface that underlies LINQ is
IEnumerable<T>. Every data sources for which the LINQ queries may be defined have
to implement this interface in a direct or indirect way. It defines only one method, i.e.
GetEnumerator, and inherits the method having the same name from the non-generic
IEnumerable interface. Calling GetEnumerator causes the execution of the LINQ
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query. Table 6.1 presents the .NET packages belonging to Base Class Library
containing libraries responsible for functioning of LINQ.
Table 6.1. Some packages and libraries in LINQ. Source: [MAR08]

Package
Tablespace name
name
System.Core.dll
System
System.Linq

System.Linq.Expressions
System.Data.DataSetExtensions.dll
System.Data

System.Data.Linq.dll
System.Data.Linq
System.Data.Linq.Mapping

System.Data.Linq.SqlClient

Description

Auxiliary generic delegate types
Basis of LING. Classes that implement
the query operators. Interfaces forming
the infrastructure of LINQ providers.
Interfaces to support queries. Classes
supporting the implementation of the
query parallelisation (PLINQ).
Classes
for
creating
trees
of
expressions used in LINQ providers.
Classes that implement the extension of
the
technology
DataSet.
The
implementation of LINQ to DataSet.
The basic classes of implementing of
LINQ to SQL technology.
Classes and attributes to support
object-relational mapping in LINQ to
SQL.
Classes that implement the access to
SQL Server.

From the point of view of LINQ, the key elements are located in the basic package
of library of basic classes, i.e. in System.Core.dll. The central space for the names is
System.Linq. It contains a number of basic classes and interfaces executing the LINQ
model.
The Enumerable class is a collection of a couple of dozens of expanding methods
implementing standard query operators for sources implementing the IEnumerable<T>
interface. IOrederedEnumerable<T> interface is a representation of a sorted
collection. The object that implements this interface is returned by sorting operators.
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The System.Linq names space also contains the set of interfaces used for
creation of LINQ providers. LINQ providers are implementations of engines executing
queries for specific, external data sources. The basis for this model is IQueryable<T>
interface and its non-generic counterpart, IQueryable. These interfaces also have their
sorted counterparts: IOrderedQueryable and IOrderedQueryable<T>. The methods
implementing query operators for sources based on IQueryable<T> interface are
located in Queryable class. IQueryProvider interface is a model for implementation of
the LINQ provider.
The described names space also contains IGrouping<TKey,TElement> interface
which is implemented by objects which are elements of the collection created as a
result of grouping operation. IEnumerable<T>, extended by the Key field with the
grouping key value, contains a collection of elements with isolated value according to
which they have been grouped. The ILookup<TKey,TElement> interface and
Lookup<TKey,TElement> class implementing it present structures mapping keys on
IEnumerable<T>

collections.

The

EnumerableQuery<T>

class

presents

the

IEnumerable<T> object as IQueryable<T>, just as its non-generic counterpart.
Although

the

LINQ

queries may

relate

to

both

IEnumerable<T>

and

IQueryable<T> implementing types of objects, the way of creation and execution of
queries for these objects is significantly different. The only similarity results from the
fact that IQueryable<T> inherits from IEnumerable<T> and therefore the query is
executed when the GetEnumerator method is called. While the objects of classes
implementing IEnumerable<T> present collections of objects stored in a computer
memory,

whereas

the

objects

implementing

IQueryable<T>

are

used

for

representation of collection of external data, such as tables in data bases.
Calling the methods of operators provided by the Enumerable class causes the
creation in a memory the sequence of methods which will be called during the query
evaluation [POL10]. The first called method operates on a source collection and every
other on a collection being a result of calling the previous method. However, what
needs to be emphasized is the fact that thanks to use of concept of iterators which
browse the collections where possible, many methods of the operators do not await
ending of execution of its predecessors but they are executed for another elements
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returned by the predecessor’s iterator. In this way the number of iteration over
collection elements is reduced to minimum.
The methods provided by the Queryable class build in memory the so called
expression tree. It is a kind of a syntax tree presenting the structure of the LINQ query.
The expression tree is created with the use of classes inheriting from the Expression
classes which are included in the System.Linq.Expressions names space. Each and
every method provided by Queryable operates on the object of the class implementing
IQueryable<T> that contains the expression tree. This method also returns the object
of the class implementing this interface, but this object contains a tree updated by the
calling of a given method. When the query is called, the LINQ provider browses the
expression tree and, on its basis, builds and executes query for the external data
source. Therefore, the IQueryable<T> interface is assigned for the creation of LINQ
queries which are translated into queries in the language and technology
characteristic for the external data source.
The methods implementing the operators of queries located in Enumerable and
Queryable are very similar and they are used in analogous way. The main difference
consists in the fact that the parameters of methods from the Enumerable class are
delegate types and methods from the Queryable are of Expression type. In both cases
typing these parameters in a form of lambda expressions is enough for the compiler to
translate it into objects of proper types.

6.3.

ACCESS TO OBJECT-ORIENTED DATA

Data gained from reality are usually stored in a form of relational tables. Access to
them from the level of object-oriented programming language requires transforming
them into the form of objects or collections of objects that exist in the computer
memory. These collections often contain great number of subsequent elements that
have complex structure. Exploration of such form of data would require defining
complicated algorithms browsing individual objects and generating the result form.
Therefore, it is necessary to use such way of access to data that will be easy to define
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and effective. A good example of such a solution is LINQ to Objects enabling
constructing queries operating directly on collections that implement IEnumerable or
IEnumerable<T> interfaces without using any indirect LINQ providers.
The Enumerable class contains a couple of dozens of methods of operators for
such queries. These operators can be divided into a couple of dozens of categories,
depending on the type of executed functionality. This division is presented in figure
6.1.
Filtering:
 Where

Sorting:
 OrderBy
 OrderByDescending
 ThenBy
 ThenByDescending
 Reverse
Quantifiers:
 Any
 All
 Contains
Partitioning:
 Take
 TakeWhile
 Skip
 SkipWhile

Grouping:
 GroupBy

Projection:
 Select
 SelectMany

Aggregating:
 Count
 LongCount
 Min
 Max
 Average
 Sum
 Aggregate

Sets:
 Distinct
 Union
 Intesect
 Except

Generating:
 Range
 Repeat
 Empty

Conversion:
 AsEnumerable
 ToArray
 ToList
 ToDictionary
 ToLookup
 OfType
 Cast

Joining:
 Join
 GroupJoin
Elements:
 First
 FirstOrDefauly
 Last
 LastOrDefault
 Single
 SingleOrDefault
 ElementAt
 ElementAtOrDefault
 DefaultIfEmpty

Others:
 Concat
 SequenceEqual
 Zip

Fig. 6.1. Classification of methods of LINQ to Objects operators
Source: author’s own analysis

The later part of the chapter contains the description of the following methods:
projecting, filtering, sorting, joining, actions on elements, grouping and aggregating.
Methods of result projection
Two methods have been rendered available in LINQ to Objects technology: Select
and SelectMany. These methods allow to project and transform final results. The
Select method adapts the Func<TSource, TResult> selector as an argument and is
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used for transforming elements of the TSource source set type into TResult type of the
element. Another form of this method with the Func<TSource, int, TResult> selector
allows to use index when creating query results.
The SelectMany method is used in cases when elements of the source collection
contain attributes which are collections (such as lists, tables) and when there is a need
for the use of iteration over all of the existing values of these attributes. If the
SelectMany method’s input parameter is Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> or
Func<TSource, int, IEnumerable<TResult>> delegate, then the access to the value of
the attribute indicated by the selector and the index in the source sequence is
possible. The overloaded versions of the method include collectionSelector and
resultSelector parameters and therefore they enable processing of each and every
attribute of the collection elements. The implementation of these versions of the
method allows to obtain results in a "flattened" form.
Filtering methods
Filtrating is an operation limiting the result in a way so that it includes only these
elements which meet a specific requirement [SQO10]. In order to do this, the
Enumerable defines the method of the Where operator. It selects only these elements
from the source which meet the requirement defined as a predicate and transmitted as
a parameter of the method. The predicate is a Func<TSource, bool> type of a
delegate. The use of the Where method causes the iteration over the source set
(TSource) and returns in the results these elements for which the predicate value is
true (bool = true).
Another version of this method allows to define the Func<TSource, int, bool>
predicate. Additional integer parameter is the position of the element in a source
sequence (the position is counted from 0). The object from the source collection is
included in the result sequence in cases when the predicate has a true logical value.
Sorting methods
The following methods are rendered available for sorting data in sets and collections:
OrderBy, OrderByDescending, ThenBy, ThenByDescending and Reverse.
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The use of the OrderBy method allows to sort the input set in accordance with the
key which can be a delegate or anonymous function. The sorting order is ascending
by default. On the other hand, calling the OrderByDescending on the data collection
causes the return of the input set ordered in a descending way in accordance with the
key value.
As an additional argument, the overloaded version of the OrderBy method takes
an object of the class implementing the generic version of the IComparer<TKey>
comparing interface, where TKey is a type of the value used as a sorting key. The
analogous situation is in the case of OrderByDescending function, however, only
under the condition that the data is sorted in the descending order [KIM08].
OrderBy and OrderByDescending methods can be used on any type of collection
implementing the interface which provides the iteration of IEnumerable<TSource>,
where TSource is a type of every element from the collection. A collection ordered in
accordance with the key is obtained as a processing result. The output collection
implements the IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> interface and consists of the
elements of the input set. OrderBy and OrderByDescending methods enable sorting
the collection only in accordance with one key. This means that cascade calling of this
methods, necessary in case of sorting in accordance with many keys, is not possible
because the types of input and output data are different.
Sorting the data in accordance with many keys requires using ThenBy or
ThenByDescending methods.
OrderByDescending

Contrary to the aforementioned OrderBy and

methods,

they

allow

to

operate

on

the

IOdreredEnumerable<TSource> input collection type, which means that the type of
the input data is identical with the output data. Sorting the data with respect to many
keys

corresponds

to

multiple

and

cascade

calling

of

the

ThenBy

or

ThenByDescending method.
These methods have overloaded versions which use additional parameter
responsible for the logic of comparison of the sorting key value. Therefore, it is
possible to implement algorithms of data or type comparison common for OrderBy and
ThenBy methods and implement them under the condition that the key on basis of
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which the data is sorted is of the same type. Another solution enabling standardization
of this process is creation of the generic method.
However, it is not possible to call the ThenBy and ThenByDescending methods on
the standard collection sets that implement the IEnumerable<T> interface. It results
from the fact that these sets do not implement the IOrderedEnumerable<T> interface
which is a part of the System.Linq names space. These methods should be called
over the sets that are a result of the their own actions or actions of OrderBy and
OrderByDescending methods. While multiple calling of the ThenBy method is justified,
whereas multiple calling of the OrderBy or OrderByDescending method causes the
loss of sorting with respect to the first and subsequent sorting keys.
The last function rendered available by the Enumerable class from the
System.Linq names space that allows to execute operations of data sorting is the
Reverse method. Calling this method results in creation of result collection in which
the order of the elements is reversed in comparison to the source collection.
The only parameter of the System.Linq.Enumerable.Reverse method is the source
collection. It is necessary to bear this in mind in case of operating on type which
already has this method implemented (tables or lists). In such cases, because of the
processing efficiency, it is advised to use methods dedicated for specific types.
Methods of join operators
Join operators are used for defining relations between two independent data sources.
This operation resembles activities executed during combining tables in the SQL
queries. The use of methods that allow joining also requires the indication of data
sources and definition of relation which will describe the method of joining these
sources.
The first join operator, the Join method, offers joining two data sources in one-tomany relation. These are the parameters of the Join expanding method:


outer – external collection of the relation,



inner – internal collection of the relation,
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outerKeySelector – function (delegate) indicating the relation key in the external
collection



innerKeySelector – function (delegate) indicating the relation key in the internal
collection



resultSelector – function transforming the result of joining objects from two
collections (TOuter nad TInner) into an object being a result of joining these
objects (TResult is a type of such an object),



comparer – object overloading the mechanism of comparing the keys.
Another join operator is GroupJoin. It enables executing the grouping and joining

operation of two data sources during single calling of the method. The GroupJoin
method, called on the instance of one source, triggers the joining process with another
data source on the basis of attribute equality from the first and second collection.
Methods of operating on elements
In many cases of data processing it is necessary to select specific elements of the
collection. There is a special group of expanding methods in LINQ which indicate the
specific elements of the set. These methods are:


First/FirstOrDefault – the first element of the set,



Last/LastOrDefault – the last element of the set,



Single/SingleOrDefault – the single element of the set,



DefaultIfEmpty – default value for the null set,



ElementAt/ElementAtOrDefault – i-nth element of the set.
The First method is a non-parameter method and returns the first element of the

result set. If the function is called with the predicate that filters the data, then it returns
the first element which fulfils the given condition.
The Last method is also a non-parameter method and returns the last element of
the set. Just as in the case of the First method, it is possible to call with the parameter
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which is a predicate defining the filtering condition. Then, the calling result is the last
element for which the parameter value equals true.
The Single method, called without the parameter, returns the single value that
exists in the result set. The use of the parameter in a form of the predicate will cause
the creation of a single-element set for which the predicate is fulfilled. When using the
Single method, it is important to bear in mind that the set should always contain only
one element or be a null set.
In case when calling the First, Last and Single methods is carried out on a null set
or on a set in which there is no element which would fulfill the predicate, the
InvalidOperationException exception is displayed.
The ElementAt method returns the i-nth element of the collection, where i stands
for the integer parameter of calling a method. In case, when the data source does not
contain any element of a given position, the ArgumentOutOfRangeException emerges
and informs that the range is exceeded.
In order to prevent too many exceptions, operators with OrDefault suffixes have
been introduced. Their task is to return the element which type is identical with the
type of the set element. Additionally, the returned element has an attributed default
value. The type of the empty collection element is concluded by the compiler.
The default value of the variable in .NET platform languages is:


null/Nothing – for Nullable<T> type of objects, class objects,



0 – for numerical types – int, byte, long, float, double, etc.,



empty sequence of symbols or an empty symbol – for the sequence and symbol
types.
In cases when it is necessary to carry out an operation on an object with default

value generated as a result of the existence of a null set [PIA07,PIA08], the alternative
solution that eliminates the exceeded number of exceptions is the use of the
DefaultIfEmpty method instead of the FirstOrDefault or LastOrDefault methods.
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Grouping methods
The GroupBy is a method that allows to group data in accordance with a used key.
There is as many as eight overloaded versions of this method in the basic
implementation.
The individual versions of the GroupBy method allow to group collections in
respect of any type of key. This method main contain an additional comparer
parameter of the IEqualityComparer<TKey> type. This parameter allows to use the
object that controls the comparison of the objects which type is in accordance with the
type of the TKey grouping key. The object comparing keys must implement the
IEqualityComparer<TKey> interface.
Other versions of the GroupBy method allow to isolate in results only parts of
attributes. This is achieved by adding additional elementSelector parameter of a
Func<TSource, TElement> type, where:


TSource – is a type of an element in the input sequence



TElement – is a type of an element in the grouped output sequence
Simultaneous usage of Select and GroupBy methods limits possibilities of

grouping only to attributes which are available after being processed by the Select
method. On the other hand, the GroupBy method allows to group data in respect of
the key which can be in a form of any attribute or value gained from attributes of the
full input collection. Then, it is not necessary to isolate this key within the frames of the
elements of the grouped output sequence.
By using the GroupBy method, it is also possible to define the names of the
attributes of the result object which will be respectively the key and collection of
elements grouped in accordance with the key. This is done by defining the
resultSelector method in such a way that the parameters of the Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> delegate cause transformation of each and every
element of the pair of TKey and IEnumerable<TSource> parameters into the TResult
object, where:


TKey – is a type of a grouping key,
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IEnumerable<TSource> - is a type of elements grouped in accordance with the
key,



TResult – is a type created through transformation of the input types.
Along with the implementation of LINQ, the overloaded versions of the GroupBy

method have been rendered available. These versions allow to define the name of the
attribute of the key and grouped elements together with the change of the result
element type. This is a combination of functionalities of the aforementioned versions of
the method.
Methods of aggregating functions
The LINQ environment also offers functionality within the field of the basic and
complex operations on data. A good example of such capabilities are methods of the
aggregating operators. The range of the methods of the basic operators includes:


Average – average value,



Max/Min – maximum/minimum value,



Count – counting the value of elements,



Sum – total sum of the value of elements.
Calculating the average value of the collection elements is a result of functioning

of the Average operator. An in-depth analysis of the syntax of the operator allows to
indicate two possibilities of calling this method, i.e. with out the parameter or with one
parameter. The condition for a proper usage of the method without the parameter is
calling it on the object of the class implementing the generic IEnumerable<T>
interface, where T is a numerical type. In the alternative version of the Average
operator, the parameter of the method has to be either a phrase or delegate
transforming the type of the collection element into a numerical value.
Methods of Max and Min operators indicate accordingly maximum and minimum
value from the set of elements of the IEnumerable<T collection, where T is a
numerical type in case of the non-parameter use. Just as in the case of Avarage
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method, there is a possibility of the use of methods with the parameter defining the
way of transforming the element of the collection into numerical type of data.
The functioning of the Sum operator consists in calculating the sum of collection
elements. Just as in the case of the remaining operators, there are two versions of the
Sum method, i.e. version without the parameter for numerical collections and oneparameter version in case of defining the function of transforming the set elements
into numerical values.
Apart from executing operations on numerical types, the Average, Max/Min and
Sum operators allow to process data of the same numerical types taking into
consideration their possible null value. Therefore, they can operate on Nullable<T>
(C#) or Nullable(Of T) (Visual Basic) types, where T is a numerical type.
Another aggregating operator is Count. It allows to define a number of elements in
the source collection in case of non-parameter calling or a number of elements
fulfilling the predicate condition which is the parameter of this method.
Apart from the aforementioned methods ensuring the simple aggregating
operations, also the Aggregate method has been introduced in LINQ. It has three
possible versions which differ in the number of parameters (from one to three
parameters).
The first version of the Aggregate method uses one parameter, which is a twoargument function. This function defines the way of transforming objects which are
identical with the type of elements of the collection on which the method is called. The
first parameter in this function is object of the accumulator obtained as a result of
calling the Aggregate method in the previous iteration. The other parameter of the
unction is the present element of the collection. The type of both arguments of the
transformation function and the type of the function result are identical with the type of
the collection element.
Another overload of the Aggregate method has two parameters, from which the
first one plays a role of the accumulator and defines the type of the returned result and
the initial value. The second argument of the method in this form is a function or
phrase lambda which defines the way of transforming the accumulator value and
subsequent elements of the source collection into another accumulator value.
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The third form of the Aggregate method is called with the use of three parameters.
Its functioning is relatively similar to the one using two parameters. The additional
parameter defines the way of transforming the value stored within the accumulator into
the result of the functioning of the method [MOT07, ENU10].

6.4.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of contemporary programming languages for the creation of advanced
applications more and more often requires the integration of the constructions offered
within these languages with new forms expanding their functionality by the possibility
of accessing the data stored in various forms.
The LINQ technology has been prepared on the basis of the state-of-the-art trends
in the world trends of software creation. In a way, it is revolutionary, because in
enables the to perceive the processing of data stored in collections (tables, lists,
dictionaries) in the way it actually takes place in relational databases. The syntax of
the LINQ language is to a large extent similar to the SQL language and therefore
enables the intuitive data processing. Enabling the access to data regardless of their
source and standardization of the way of defining queries for these sources are
considered to be its most important advantage. Relatively large number standard
operators allows the programmer to implement the functionalities connected with data
exploration in a very effective way.
The proper use of LINQ in creation of applications allows to increase their
universal character within the scope of the data sources and increase the
effectiveness of processing such data.
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7
Object-Relational Mapping for Web Applications

Object-relational mapping (ORM) is used to map programming objects to relational
databases managers. ORM are designed to work with object programming languages
(C#, C++, Java). Database objects are treated as programming language objects.
ORM may be used to take advantage of transparent persistence and use
a relational database management system (RDBMS). It may be useful when the data
already resides in RDBMSs or the data is new. This chapter presents the basics of the
object-relational mapping on the Hibernate framework and web application example.

7.1.

THE BASICS OF ORM

Almost every application must store data and almost all large, contemporary,
applications are written in an object way. But the data are relational by nature and
databases store them in a relational way. Object orientation for applications and
relation of databases are natural. But it is much faster to write object systems and
easier to design and divide tasks. Relational databases seem to be irreplaceable.
They are very effective. Introducing another model of storing data for now is not
acceptable. However it is possible to combine in one system both: object orientation of
its structure and relational model of storing data [BAR10].
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Data are downloaded from a database many times, transfer to an application and
saved again after converting by a system. It is possible to do it using SQL and for
example Java programming language and JDBC interface.
In an application usually are defined classes whose objects are "boxes" to store data
for a short period of time as well as to pass on information between various layers and
objects of the layers. The fields of the objects are usually the same as the fields of
tables storing tuples describing these objects in a database [HBT10].
Transparent Persistence
Meaning of the persistence is very important thing in application development. Almost
all applications require persistent data. It is very useful for a system to preserve data
entered by users.
Transparent persistence in ORM products is the ability to directly manipulate data
stored in a relational database using an object programming language. A database
sub-language uses the embedded SQL and ODBC (or JDBC) calls the appropriate
interface.
With transparent persistence, the manipulation of persistent objects is performed
directly by the object programming language in the same way as in the memory, non
persistent objects. This is achieved through the use of intelligent caching [BAR10].

Caching Data
Caching is used for storing of data in the application and to minimize network traffic
flow and disk access. Caching and transparent persistence is often set up as part of
the application work space. With the cache, the application doesn't have to explicitly
translate relational tuples. They move from disk storage automatically into program
memory. If the client applications read the same data multiple times then caching can
help improve performance. The development cost of using RDBMSs with objects is
reduced because the object-relational mapping products take care of the object-totable and table-to-object conversion. Without an object-relational mapping product,
this conversion would need to be written in addition to the application development.
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The data in the cache must be synchronized with the data in the database
managed by the DBMS server. When a cache is used by an application that is
separate from the underlying DBMS server (fig.7.1) [BAR10].

Application A

Application B

Cache

Mapping

Server

Fig. 7.1. Using a cache with an object relational mapping

Fig. 7.1 shows the situation when second application B is accessing the same
DBMS server that is being used by an object application A. An application A uses a
cache with object-relational mapping. An application B can change the data being
used by Application A and cache A would need to be synchronized to obtain the
changed data.
Object to Table Mapping
Mapping objects to tables involves creating or updating data stored in a relational
database. Mapping involves [BAR10]:


mapping objects to one or many tables - there are multiple ways to map objects to
tables - mapping inheritance issues and determining how many classes per table;



making decisions related to the potential for redundant data;



designing for multi-table updates;
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mapping collection classes into tables - a collection is mapped to one or more
tables;



mapping object types to database data types - in most cases this is
straightforward mapping;



mapping object relationships to keys or intersection tables - this is the many-tomany relationship issue that is represented in a relational database as an
intersection table.
Table to Object Mapping

Fig. 7.2. Table to object mapping

Using existing relational data with objects at the application requires mapping tables to
objects. Mapping involves [BAR10]:


mapping relational data types into object types..
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mapping relational table definitions to object classes - the table definitions map
directly except for foreign keys, which are replaced by relationships;



mapping inheritance based on a table or multiple tables;



mapping tuple retrieval, keys and relational joins to relationships for object
navigation;



mapping "intersection tables" to object relationships.

7.2.

HIBERNATE FRAMEWORK

Hibernate is an open source ORM mapping library for the Java language, that
provides persistent classes and logic without caring how to handle the data [HBT10,
HBH10, BAU07]. Persistence in Java (Hibernate) is storing data in a relational
database using SQL.
Hibernate lets develop persistent classes following object-oriented idiom (association,
inheritance, polymorphism, composition, collections). Hibernate allows to express
queries in native SQL or in its own portable SQL extension (HQL) or with an objectoriented criteria and example API. This can reduce development time. Programmer
doesn't has to handle data manual in SQL and JDBC.
The most important Hibernate's feature is mapping from Java classes to database
tables and from Java data types to SQL data types.
Hibernate allows to create high-performance database applications with Java
much faster and easier. Transparent persistence for Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs)
allow to build a simple POJO, next create XML mapping file that will describe
relationship between the database and the class attributes and at the end call
Hibernate API's to specify the operations (fig.7.3). A programmer may not be aware
when and which queries are performed to a database [HBT10].
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Application

Persisten Objects
HIBERNATE
HIBERNATE

XML

PROPERTIES

MAPPING

DB Server

Fig. 7.3. Hibernate mapping

Hibernate can be used as in standalone Java applications or as in Java EE
applications using servlets or EJB session beans [RYC10].

Hibernate architecture
Hibernate is based on similar ideas and patterns like other ORM solutions.
Basic Hibernate's classes are:


SessionFactory - an object of SessionFactory class provides the Session
objects and contains information about mapped objects. An application has
usually one object of this class.



Session - one of the most important objects, represents a unit of work with
a database (usually one connection with a database); represents a unit of
work with Hibernate;



Transaction – represents one database transaction and is connected with a
concrete session.

One session should match a logic part of the program task execution. A session
can be a transaction. While dealing with www applications session-per-request
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model is very common and easy to implement. Then the session is opened at the
beginning of the processing of a claim and closed at the end.
Listing 7.1. shows how to create and use session and transaction objects.
Listing 7.1.

//create and open session:
Session session=SessionFactory.newSession();
//create transaction connected with a session:
Transaction tx = session.beginTransaction( );
//commit transaction:
tx.commit();
//cancel transaction:
tx.rollback();
//close session:
session.close();
Objects of classes mapped by Hibernate may appear in three states [HBT10]:
 Transient - this kind of object is not connected with any session of Hibernate. It is
a normal Java object and can be changed into Persistent state.
 Persistent - these kinds of objects are connected with both: data in a database
and a given object of Session class. Hibernate detects changes in them and put
them to a database at the end of a session.
 Detached - an object is in this state if it used to be Persistent but an appropriate
session was closed. Later, it may be connected with other session.

Creating the Hibernate application
Creating the Hibernate application, first step is to create the java objects [HOW10]. In
Hibernate, java objects do not need any special treatment to become persistent.
Almost each Java class may be mapped by Hibernate. Class should have a default
constructor and an identifier which Hibernate uses to test equality. Mapped fields must
be public or have appropriate get/set methods. It is a common practice to use Bean
pattern classes (having appropriate get/set methods for fields) as persistent classes.
Listing 7.2. presents the simple User class.
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Listing 7.2. User class as JavaBean pattern

public final class User {
//private fields
private int id;
private String firstName;
private String lastName;
//public get/set method:
public int getId()
{
return id; }
public void setId(int id)
{
this.id = id;
}
public String getFirstName()
{
return firstName; }
public void setFirstName(String name)
{
this.firstName = name; }
public String getLastName()
{
return lastName; }
public void setLastName(String name)
{
this.lastName = name;
}
}
The second step is to create the mapping files for the java objects. For an object to be
persisted to a database, Hibernate needs a mapping file for all of the objects that are
to be persisted. This XML file lets Hibernate know how to load and store objects, what
table in the database it has to access, and what columns in the table it should use.
Listing 7.3. shows the mapping file for the User class.
Listing 7.3. User.hbm.xml mapping file

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE
hibernate-mapping
PUBLIC
"-//Hibernate/Hibernate
Mapping DTD 3.0//EN"
"http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd">
<hibernate-mapping>
<class name="User" table="User">
<id name="id"> <generator class="increment"/> </id>
<property name="firstName" column="first_name" length="10"
not-null="true"/>
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<property name="lastName" column="last_name" length="25"
not-null="true"/>
</class>
</hibernate-mapping>

The file must be saved with the hbm.xml extension. The file location must be in
the same directory as the java file it is related to. The Hibernate DTD at the top of the
page should be add for all mapping files [HBT10].
Inside the hibernate-mapping tags a lot of the mapping information is included.
The first element is the class element. This will map a persistent class to a table in the
database. The class element contains the name and table attributes. The name
attribute defines the name of the Java class to persist. The table attribute specifies the
name of the table to be used in the database when persisting the Java object for this
mapping. Inside the class element the attribute name define the java object property
and attribute columns the appropriate column name in the database.

The commonly used elements and their attributes are presented in the table 7.1
[HBH10].
The next step is to create the Hibernate configuration file (Listing 7.4). This file
contains all the information to connect Hibernate to a database (Java DB, MySQL,
HSQL DB, Oracle ,MS SQL Server).

Table 7.1. Hibernate elements and their attributes

Element

<id>





<generator>

Description
mapping a Java object to a
database
an ID is required
helps to eliminate any
duplicate entries
a sub-element of the id
element






Attributes
name - specifies the name of
the id.
column - the name of the
database column for the id

class – defines generator,
possible values:
- increment
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is used to generate a
unique id every time an
object is persisted to the
database
specifies how the id
element will be created
is used for every java class
attribute to persist

<property>







the most common collection
mapping used in Hibernate

<set>





<key>

<many-tomany>

- native
- assigned

sub-element of set used to
indicate the property of the
class
sub-element of set used to
define the other class in the
many-to-many relationship.






name - specifies the name of
the property; the first
character must be lowercase
column - specifies the name
of the column in the database
that the attribute will be
saved.
name - specifies the name of
the set used in the Java class
table - specifies the name of
the table to be used for the
collection
column - specifies the foreign
key column
column - specifies the column
name of the other class
class - specifies the path of
the other class

Listing 7.4. hibernate.cfg.xml configuration file

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?>
<!DOCTYPE
hibernate-configuration
PUBLIC
"-//Hibernate
Configuration DTD 3.0//EN>
<hibernate-configuration>
<session-factory>
<property name="connection.driver_class">
org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver
</property>
<property name="connection.url">
jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/bd_example
</property>
<property name="connection.username"> app </property>
<property name="connection.password"> app </property>
<property name="connection.pool_size"> 1 </property>
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<property name="dialect"> org.hibernate.dialect.DerbyDialect
</property>
<property name="show_sql"> false </property>
<mapping resource="User.hbm.xml"/>
</session-factory>
</hibernate-configuration>
This file uses a different DTD than the mapping files. All of the properties are
inside the session-factory tags. The first five property elements contain the
configuration for the Java DB connection. The dialect property element specifies the
particular SQL variant Hibernate generates. The show_sql property element will, when
set to true, output all the SQL commands to the console window. At the end is where
the mapping files are included to the configuration.
The location of the file must be at the source directories root. Hibernate
automatically looks for a file called hibernate.cfg.xml in the root of the class path on
startup.
Listing 7.5 presents the final code of the Hibernate application which cooperates
with database. The general steps are commented.
Listing 7.5. The 'HibernateExample' application

import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.List;
import org.hibernate.Criteria;
import org.hibernate.Session;
import org.hibernate.SessionFactory;
import org.hibernate.Transaction;
import org.hibernate.cfg.Configuration;
public class HibernateExample {
private final static SessionFactory factory1;
static {
// 1. Init Hibernate:
Configuration cfg = new Configuration().configure();
// 2. Create Factory Session:
factory1 = cfg.buildSessionFactory();
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
//test application:
HibernateExample example1 =new HibernateExample();
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example1.createUsers();
example1.displayUsers();
}
public void createUsers() {
// 3. Open Hibernate session:
Session sesion1 =factory1.openSession();
// 4. Begin transaction:
Transaction transaction1 = sesion.beginTransaction();
// 5. Create User:
User u = new User();
u.setFirstName("Beata");
u.setLastName("Panczyk");
// 6. Save User u in database
sesion1.save(u);
// 7. Commit transaction:
transaction1.commit();
// 8. Close Hibernate session:
sesion1.close();
}
public void displayUsers() {
// 3. Open Hibernate session:
Session sesion1 = factory1.openSession();
// 4. Begin transaction
Transaction transaction1 = sesion1.beginTransaction();
// 5. Create SQL query
Criteria query1 = sesion1.createCriteria(User.class);
// 6. Execute query:
List users = query1.list();
// 7. Display query results:
for (Iterator it = users.iterator(); it.hasNext();) {
User user = (User) it.next();
System.out.println(user.getFirstName());
}
// 8. Commit transactions
transaction1.commit();
// 9. Close Hibernate session
sesion1.close();
}
public void deleteUsers(int id) {
Session sesion1 =factory1.openSession();
Transaction transaction1 = sesion1.beginTransaction();
User u =(User)session.load(User.class, id);
sesion1.delete(u);
transaction1.commit();
sesion1.close();
}
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public void updateUsers(String fname,String lname, int id) {
Session sesion1 =factory1.openSession();
Transaction transaction1 = sesion1.beginTransaction();
User u = (User)session.get(User.class,id);
u.setFirstName("NewName");
u.setLastName("NewLastName");
sesion1.update(u);
transaction1.commit();
sesion1.close();
}
} //end class HibernateExample
The example from Listing 7.5. shows how simple is work with database using
Hibernate Transactions and Session objects.

7.3.

WEB APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The Web application project 'MappExample' is generated in NetBeans IDE using Java
Server Faces and Hibernate frameworks. For the mapping example the sample Java
DB in Netbeans IDE was used. The database tables are shown in fig. 7.4.
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Fig.7.4. The tables in the sample on the localhost Java DB in NetBeans and columns in the
PRODUCT table

Having the web project and DB connection, it is possible to choose the New
File/Persistence option (in NetBeans IDE) to create Entity Classes from Database.
This option creates Java Persistence API entity classes based on an existing
relational database. Entity classes are used to represent objects whose lifespan is
longer than a typical program execution. This template creates an entity class for each
selected table, complete with named query annotations, fields representing columns,
and relationships representing foreign keys (fig. 7.5).
The Persistence Unit is created using Hibernate persistence provider (fig. 7.6). The
last step is setting mapping options (fig. 7.7).
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Fig. 7.5. The entity classes creation

Fig. 7.6. Persistence Unit Creation

Fig. 7.7. Setting mapping options
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Fig. 7.8 shows the result of mapping tables to appropriate classes for 'MappExample'
web application.

Fig. 7.8. Mapping tables to classes – the results web project structure. XML configuration files and
Product Bean class

Listing 7.6. presents the part of the output source code for the PRODUCT table after
Hibernate mapping.
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Listing 7.6. The PRODUCT class

package mappexample;
import javax.persistence.*;
@Entity
@Table(name = "PRODUCT")
@NamedQueries({
@NamedQuery(name = "Product.findAll", query = "SELECT p
FROM Product p"),
//other @NamedQuery
})
public class Product implements Serializable {
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
@Id
@Basic(optional = false)
@Column(name = "PRODUCT_ID", nullable = false)
private Integer productId;
@Column(name = "PURCHASE_COST", precision = 12, scale = 2)
private BigDecimal purchaseCost;
//other private fields
// ... ...
@Column(name = "DESCRIPTION", length = 50)
private String description;
@JoinColumn(name = "MANUFACTURER_ID", referencedColumnName
= "MANUFACTURER_ID", nullable = false)
@ManyToOne(optional = false, fetch = FetchType.EAGER)
private Manufacturer manufacturerId;
@JoinColumn(name = "PRODUCT_CODE", referencedColumnName =
"PROD_CODE", nullable = false)
@ManyToOne(optional = false, fetch = FetchType.EAGER)
private ProductCode productCode;
@OneToMany(cascade = CascadeType.ALL, mappedBy =
"productId", fetch = FetchType.EAGER)
private Set<PurchaseOrder> purchaseOrderSet;
//public class interface:
public Product() {
}
public Product(Integer productId) {
this.productId = productId; }
public Integer getProductId() {
return productId;
}
public void setProductId(Integer productId)
{
this.productId = productId;
}
public BigDecimal getPurchaseCost() { return purchaseCost;}
public void setPurchaseCost(BigDecimal purchaseCost) {
this.purchaseCost = purchaseCost;
}
//other get/set methods
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// ...
} //end PRODUCT class
The persistence unit created by Netbeans Creator is de facto the XML configuration
file named persistence.xml (listing 7.7, fig. 7.8). This file contains the information about
persistence provider and details about database connection. It is independent from the
data provider unlike the hibernate.cfg.xml file (fig. 7.8).
Listing 7.7. persistence.xml file independent from ORM used

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<persistence
version="1.0"
xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence
http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence/persistence_1_0.xsd">
<persistence-unit name="SamplePU" transaction-type="JTA">
<provider>org.hibernate.ejb.HibernatePersistence</provider>
<jta-data-source>jdbc/sample</jta-data-source>
<properties/>
</persistence-unit>
</persistence>
The configuration file hibernate.cfg.xml specific for Hibernate ORM is very similar to
the one from listing 7.4. Working with database is analogical to 'HibernateExample'
application (listing 7.5).

7.4.

CONCLUSIONS

An object-relational mapping reduce programming code and improve performance in
comparison with embedded SQL and JDBC interface usage. The performance cost of
using RDBMSs with objects can be significantly reduced. Most ORM mapping
products provide transparent persistence with object programming languages.
Moreover it is easier for programmers to work with objects than to create SQL queries.
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